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VILLAGE & VICINITY.

this 1s the 5yd year that he has bought
c_attle and driven through this part of the
State.
-Canning
of corn at the factory began
Monday.
-Rev. Mr. Ventres and Rev. Mr. Blake,
spoke from the band stand Sunday eve-Mrs. Nellie Sanborn returned to '.\lass., ning, to q•>ite a gathering of Yillagers on
Wednesday.
t~e street. The remarks were earnest,dis. - Dr. C. Il. Bridgham of Buckfield, was tmct and appropriate, and we hear the
speakers complimented by listeners.
in town Tuesday.
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-Gen. J. L. Swift
Swasey, Tuesday.
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. -l\Ir. Hersey, the veteran drover, \\·as
town ·wednesday with a drO\·e of cattle.
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OUR NEIGHBORS.
.

Buckfield•

\Ve are enjoying a beautiful rain at this
writing .••• Mrs. Bardwell, of Auburn, is
spending a few days at the Buckfield House.
.... A. F. \.Varren has gone into the livery
business.
We wish him success, if he
keeps good teams ...... Roscoe Chase and
family arrived in town to-day. The Chase
Bros. will give a grand reception to their
friends, at the Buckfield House. next Sat·
urday evening.
O,·er three hundred invitations have been given. The services of
Mrs. Tilton have been secured for the oc·
casion .... \.Vilson Shaw is on the sick list.
.... Josiah Hutchinson's clerk had the misfortune to get his leg under about half a

Subscripticn, $l, 50PerYear.
$1.25 if Paid in Advance.
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Wyman has btiilt a store. in which may be l gash in her head .... Allen's band of this
foun1l the post office. groceries, and many place and the Li,·ermore band from Bret·
other necessaries.-OLD
PuT.
tuns, ga,·e a grand concert at the band
stand Saturday eYening .... A Prohibition
East Sumner.
club has been organized in this place "·ith
Two new chimney~ ha Ye been erected at
over fifty members .... Mr. Chas. Lothrop
the Baptist church and other repairs made.
"·ho has been visiting his parents, return.... Rev. L. P. Cummings of Kew York.
ed to Boston last Friday.-E.
H. A .
preached an admirable discou1 se last SabNo- Jay.
bath, and Rev. Mr. Bevins will occupy the
pulpit next Sabbath .... Summer Yisitors
Last Friday morning as the section
are leaving ...... Last Friday was the hot hands went over the railroad they found,
day of the season .... Cyrus B. Jleald and half a mile below Jay Hil I crossing, the
a part of his family visited AndoYer last dead body of a young man. There was
week .... "Slocum" and wife visited South nothing about his body to identify him,
Paris, last week, and were the guests of but his hat was purchased at the Reel Store,
Mr. Ora Bumpus .... Hon. John P. Swasey Farmington, and by telegraphing to Farm·
addressed the soldier boys at W. Sumner ington it was found to be the body of Law·
last Saturday.
The boys had a grand time rence Garcelon, of that place. Coroner J.
at their camp-fire .... A good, refreshing
I-I.Adams Jr. of Farmington, was summon·
rain is n,u.:h nee<led as the ground is Yery ed, an inquest was held, and it was deciddry ... Fall feed is getting ,carce.-SLo·
eel that he came to his death by falling between the cars while going from one car
to another, when the excursion train came
Ea.stHebron.
up the night before ...... Last Saturday it
The drought still continues, although it was so hot that the workmen on the ledge
looks some like rain this morning.
The stopped work at ten A. l\L, something
weather has been extremely hot of late, they never did before
. Mrs. F. II. \1/ilt!-ie mercury reaching one hundred above son has returned to N. Y. for a fe"· days,
in some localities ...... Ella Thurston
of being called there on business.-A.
Portland, is in this place visiting relatives;
Rumford Falls.
also Mrs. Viola Watson and three children
Lest you worry and are anxious to hear
are here on a Yisit from Auburn .... The
of the welfare or the illfare of this people,
Rev. J. I-I. Bartlett of New Sharon,preach·
eel here yesterday.
His wife is here with I would say that we are comfortable as
him. It is hoped he may be secured to could be expected .... It may be of interest
preach here .... Hiram, Daniel and N. L. to the general reader to learn that Net has
Keen are building stone wall for J.E. Bon- a little girl baby. That is not so startling
as a clap of thunder from a clear sky. That
ney.-K..
is good, but we could have got along ver_v
Franklin
Pl.
well without it. It may be of interest to
Farmers complain that dogs worry their the same g. r. to learn that Joe and Jim
sheep.--Dairymen
complain that cul- and Pearl have been hiving bees and are
prits milk their cows in the pasture.-now prepared to furnish very limited quanAll complain of the hot weather.-Rev.
tities of bumblP. bee's bread and honey to
A. C. Abbott has been sick for sevend the public.
Come early and avoid the
weeks with sci,1tica. At present he ap· rush ..... Saw "Uncle Cyrus" Davenport,
pears to be impro,·ing.--OLD
PuT.
just home from the beach, wh? told me
that some scamp passed through his pockHartford.
Either so or he
Extreme drouth continue5. Many wells et and left him $20 short.
ha Ye been dry for months.
I-I. \V. Poland lost it between Herdsdale and Canton. He
is digging for water.
How can the stock ha~ high hopes that it may ha,·e fallen in·
to the hands of an honest person who is
be best provided for, is the question.
Your correspondent feeds sweetcorn with anxious to return it. But if it should be
in the hands of one not strictly straight,
plenty of falJ eating apples to the cows
and oxen. Keep up the equivalent
to he beseeches him to spread it judiciously
and not let it go for rum and tobacco. Ile
good pasturage as long as possible .....
The outlook for marketing winter fruit is did not bring up his cash to go that way.

-There have been several new cases of
diphtheria at Gilbertville, during the past
"·eek. A little son of Mr. I. P. Staples
-Chas.
Ellis and family have moved in- died Monday morning,and another child is
to W. K. DeCoster's tenement.
sick. A child of Mr. James Smith died
-R. II. Thompson and wife, of Jay,were Tuesday, with another case in the family.
There has also been one case of the disease
at Canton House last Thursday.
in a French family.
-Dr. A. G. Young of Augusta, Sec. of
the State Board of Health, was in town
-Handsome
colored posters are out,anMonday.
nouncing the Androscoggin Valley Cattle
Show and Fair at Canton, Tuesday, \.Vee!- ton of sheet iron in its fall, fracturing his
-:\fr. and Mrs. A. B. Parsons of So.
Paris, were visiting at F. A. Parsons', nesday and Thursday, October 5. 6 and 7. leg and spraining the ankle .... Corn facTrotting
prem_iums offere_? amoun~ _to I tory starts up next "·eek ...... Mr. Pratt's
Tuesday.
$58o. F~r det~ils of Cattle Show and Fair, school opened to-clay ·with a laro-e number
-A. E. Sampson of Hartford, drives a smaller btlls wtll appear later, as arrange"' . .
.
of scholars from out of town .... Miss Josie
meat cart through Canton Tuesdays and men ts are not yet completed.
Saturdays.
Harlow is at home from Boston .... The
-The
selectmen intend to lay out a
-:\Irs. J. H. Ingersoll and i\Irs. John highway leading from the residence of W. dress-makers are full of business, prepar.
Berry went to i\Iinot Wednesday morning, E. Adkins, southerly or south easterly, to ing for the reception.-DRE.\D
on a short visit among relati,·es.
intersect with Main street somewhere be·
Canton
Point.
tween
the
Joseph
l\Iarston
stand
and
G.
-Our readers "·ho are interested in the
The Ladies' Circle are under obligations
Pt~zzle Corner will take notice of the prize \.V. Moore's; or from first named point,
street to L. H. Ludden, Esq., of Dixfield, for a
oflered thi~ week. Let all try and win it. easterly, to intersect with Pleasant
somewhere between Mrs. Hannah Waite's donation to the cemetery fund of $2.00.
-:Vfiss Hattie :.\Iayers of Bath, is ,·isiting and J. \V. Rowe's. They ·will be in ses· .... Next Tuesday the annual meeting of
Mrs. Nathan Reynolds. Miss Mayers is a sion at the residence of W. E. Adkins
compositor in the oflice of the daily Times. Sept. 4th, at 1 o'clock P. M., to give a Oriental Star Lodge, Li,·ermore, }le.,,Yill
occur. A picnic dinner is in order, after
he,1ring upon the matter.
-Mr.
Joseph Packard of Rockland,
which the officers will be publicly installMass., was in town last week. Ile has reBrethren
cently been on a trip to Phillips and
The second weekly excursion to Rum- ed by P. :VI. Byron C. Waite.
Rangeley.
ford Falls, over the Rumford Falls and are invited to attend and bring the ladies.
....
Now
is
the
season
for
picking
s\l·eet
-Miss :i\Iary Reed of Lewiston, accom- Buckfield railroad, was a very enjoyable
panied by Mrs. Waterhouse, visited her affair. The stop at Canton for dinner corn, so items will be scarce in this lornliuncle, J. N. Reed, of this Yillage, a few
gave a chance to rest and get ready for ty.-H.
days last week.
Canton Mt.
the ride along the Androscoggin
to the
-Arrangements
are being made for a
B. C. \1/aite has sold the Frost farm to
general Sunday School picnic at Lake An- Falls, one of the most delightful drives in
asagunticook, to which all schools in this the State of Maine. At the Falls the wa· Frank E. Can-er .... Francis Babb had a
vicinity will be invited.
ter rushes unobstructed save by the rocks two-year-old steer's leg broken by a bull of
-Mr. E. II. Elwell and wife of the Port- over which it dashes, makes a place wild A. J. Learned's ...... S. M. Coolidge has
land Transcript, registered at Hotel S,rn- and romantic.
Excellent
accomodations
sold a six weeks old ,·eal calf for $15.00.
se_v, Saturday. They accompanied the ex- were prodded at Dixfield. The excursion·
Ile has also been the recipient of a splen·
cursion to Rumford Falls .
ists spent Sunday in going to church, did trio of full blood white Plymouth Rock
strolling in the woods, and drh·ing to the chicks from the yard of :.\Ir. Jennings, of
-Many
of our people are attending
church society meetings out of town this Falls, as suited each one. The next excur- Green.
\.Vm. \V. Coolidge was the donor
week,-the Baptists at No. Livermore and
Sept. 4, at 9 :30..... G. E. Small and wife have just returnthe Free Baptists at Buckfield.
sion goes Saturday,
Argus.
ed from ,·isiting friends at Readfield ....
-The atmosphere has been blue with
C. E. Coolidge and family are on a Yisit
smoke for the past few days. This is
to
Andover .... E. Gerry Coolidge and wife
F. E. Stanley and family returned Monprobably indicative of the color of the air
of
Lisbon, are visiting relati,·cs in this
when the ,·otes are counted Sept. 13th. da" from a driYe to Dixfield, where they
The corn canning factory of
ha·v~ been visiting friends.
\.Vith a party place ........
-Mr. Ingersoll of Vinalhaven, father of from Dixfield, including Fish Commis- Thompson & Hall, Jay Bridge, starts up more encouraging than last year. Be first
J. II. Ingersoll, is in to,rn. Ile is a ,ailo_r, sioner H. 0. Stanley and his brother, Tuesday the 31st. It gi,·es employment
to 'speak' for spare barrells ..... The sum•
recently returned from a Yoyage. He will
to a number from this place .... J.P. Blackmer Yisitors are returning to their homes.
remain with his son, vV. S. Ingersoll, for Frank, with ladies, they camped at \.Veld
well, our superintendent on the town farm,
pond,
in
the
new
cottage
of
the
Oxford
a few weeks.
l\'Ir. J. vV. Maxim and family lun-e spent
Angling Association, where they had a de· is making some much needed repairs on t,Yo months at Bar Harbor and Yisiting
-John L. Howard shot a specie of a bird
the alms house ...... The friends and relalightful
time,
fishing,
boating,
etc.
In
an
friends, return to their home in Indiana
recently, which was fift)'•four inc~es in
height and _measured eighty-one mches adjoining cottage, were Oliver Newman tiYes ofl\Irs. Edwin Waite are grieved to this week. Other parties expect to go in
across the ,ymgs. You can all guess to and wife and ;'11isses Ida and Bertie Yetten learn of the death of that lady in Dakota, about three weeks. Mrs. Florence l\Iaxim
what specie he belonged.
of this city, with a party of friends from where with her husband and son she 1110,·- received her friends on her birthday Aug.
-Mrs. E. C. \1/hite of Boston, called on Dixfield.
They are all delighted "·ith the ed a few years ago from No. Jay. A short 26, at her father's in \.Vinthrop.
One of
the TELEPII0XE last Friday. She has beauties of Weld pond and with the hos· time ago their house blew down in a cythe novel features for the gentlemans' en·
dri,·en from Boston with her team, has
clone,
and
:i\Irs.
\Vaite
was
struck
by
a
flytertainment was harnessing a horse in the
been stopping for a time with :i\Irs. Axel pitality of the good people of Dixfield.ing timber and instantly killed. l\Ir. \.Vaite
Fogg, in Hartford, and was on her way to ')ourna/.
least possible time. One man made the
and son haYe the sympathy of their many
Rumford.
time r 1-2 minutes ..... Dr. Maxim spent
H. C.
The 32nd Maine Regiment had a reunion friends in this vicinity.-X.
-In addition to the five cases of diph·
last week in \.Vayne on the fishing ground
theria we have learned of and report this at" Long Island, Portland Harbor, vVednesCarthage.
of his boyhood .... Orlando Irish and wife
\\·eek, there have been $eve1:al "scares,"
dav of last week. The following officers
Goodwin Bros. ha Ye orders enough on are in :.'11ass..... Dan Fletcher and Orsa\\·hich proved to -be only a sl_1ght cold or
President, Capt. H. R. Sar· hand, for box shook to use up all of their mus Bartlett ha,·egatherecl up all the spare
sore throat.
Too much caution cannot be w;re elected:
gent, Portland; Yice presidents, Capt. C. sawedlumber.
Theywillbuy300Mofpine
hands for hop picking ... Mr. Atwood
exercised, however.
Frank Stanley,
the coming winter, and 500 cords ofbirch. Ames is said to be in poor heath ..... ::\fr.
-Meeting of Canton reform club at the \.V. Keyes, Farmington;
brick church Friday evening, Sept. 3d. It Dixfield; secretary, Edwin C. Milliken, The birch will be sawed into spool stock Russell is more comfortable
than last
is expected Hon. J. P. Swasey and both Portland; treasurer, John L. Ham, Lewis- for Austin & Co., of \Veld .... Hartson
week .... ~1inby Glover is building quite
our ministers will be present and address
ton; excecutive committee,
the President
Moulton is hauling spool stock to Liver- an extensive stone dam near the old mill,
the meeting. There \\·ill also b_e an opwhere he intends to erect a mill for saw•
and Secretary, ex-ojficio, and John D. An- more, for Banett Bors., of\.Veld.-D.
portunity for all to_sp~ak. All interested
ing large lumber .... Our Free high school
in Prohibition are mv1ted to attend.
derson of Grav, Henry C. Houston and
DIXFIELD.
will commence Sept. 6th. Mr. Palmer of
Informal
-Arrangements
are being made for a Thomas P. Be;ls of Portland.
Fred Weld is doing a good business
great temperance and Sunday ~chool g!·ove speeches and a clam bake were th e features threshing at his mill. Grain comes in Waten·ille, whose sen-ices arc engaged as
teacher, comes well recommended.
Exmeeting at Lake Anasagunt1c~o_k, Sept. of the day.
well and in abundance ...... The hot days
II th and 12th.
A troupe compnsmg some
tra seats have been provided for the Town
of the best talent of the ~tate is expe_cted
Hall and a full attendance
is expected.
Born·
:,:e;; on~~1r(~e L~~1~:::aib~\u 1~~.~;-~~~{
to be present and conduct the exercises.
l\fost of the rooms to let ha Ye been engagSupt. Lincoln went to Portland vVedncsJay-Aug,
15, to the "·ife ofUl6chReecl
ture feed is getting dried up, also the
ed. A few scholars could get board at
day to complete arrangements.
a daughter.
,
•
brooks. Unless rain comes soon, cattle
reasonable prices ... Prof. Luther Mason,
-The republican rall_v here was considEast DixfieldAug. 28, to the wife of will range round, defying restraint ..... .
wife
and daughter of Boston, are spending
erably dampened by the rain of Tt'.esday. W. F. Can-er, a son.
Potatoes are rusting some. A small yield
Gen. Swift arrived on the noon tram, but
their vacation at Mrs. Horace Irish's at
South
Carth_ageAug
26,
to
the
wife
may
be
looked
for.-L.
L.
the showers prevented the contemplated
So. Hartford.
H. l\L
Dickvale.
meeting at the driving park.
A few gath· ofM. D. :V!ornson, a son.
creel at the rink in the afternoon,
but no
Franklin Plan. Aug 25, to the wife of
LIVERMORE
FALLS.
Five persons were baptised Sunday,
meeting was held. Senator Frye arrived ;\Iartin B. \Yashburne, a daughter.
The village schools will commence next
on the afternoon train, and in the evening
Aug. 22, by Rev. Mr. Twort. ... The Sabboth speakers addressed an audience of
bath school picnic Thursday was a suc- Monday .... Hon. Nelson Dingley,Jr., will
200 at the rink. Thompson's
band furcess. Dickrnle school invited West Peru speak at this place next Friday ...... The
nished music.
Pillows, etc. Flowers preserved.
I h~1ve mack
and Franklin schools.
Exercises consist- writing school taught by Mr. K. J. Knowl•irnno·cmcnt~
with
the
well-known
Portland
-Arrivals
at Canton House Tuesday,
1
ed of recitations by several scholars and ton closed last Friday .... Mr. Frank WhitAug. 31, we1·e II. P. Coolidge, vVoodstock;
:l~~,~~oi~~~1!,~°KJ~
~l~
~¥g17~~
brief adcl1:essess by Elder O. T. Lovejoy temore has moved into the toll house ....
H.B. Corkum, \Vest Milan, N. II.; II.
1 Y7
Order of
and Rev. Mr. Manning.
To gratify the The first grand ball of the season was givMoulton, Carthage;
A. L. Harlow, ~C.
0.
HOLT.
CANTON.
eve.
Peru; M. W. French, Portland; E. II. V1r·
desire of the outer man, J. C. Wyman's en at Rockomeka hall last Thursday
gin, Mexico; S. C. Lang, Portland;
Geo.
d&!'.2L
baked beans from the ground played no About twenty couple were present. ... A
H. Snow, Boothbay;
J. A. Geyar, West
French
lady
living
over
J.
G.
Ham's
apothmean part .... Joseph A. Putnam and Effie
Harbor; H. H. Richards,
Byron; A. B.
Two nice Jersey cows. For further in- M. Gordon are to start Monday morning ecary store fell down stairs, last Friday,
Bartlett, Byron; H. Gardner, Portland;
Wm. P. Frye, Lewiston;
J. F. Parish, formaticn apply to
for
Farmington Normal school. •.••• J.C. breaking her collar bone and cutting a long
111134
H. F. HAYFORD, Canton.
Portland; C. \1/. Royal, Mechanic Falls.

For Sale.

lv
Prices,at
one Office.
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M'.··~Iersey is o,·er eighty years old, and

f.l

E-t

N. ~~IRTVOERR&,PROP'R. CANTON,

-JOIIN.

West

Sumner.

The Baptist people had a very pleasant
picnic on the grounds of \.Vm. D. Berry,
the 2+th ult ... A rousing Camp fire was
held the 28th in the grove of David An·
drews, one of the comrades. After the us·
ual preliminaries-,Yelcome
by Capt. Y.
\V. Small, recitations
by l\Iisses Eva
Noyes and Emma Ryerson, appropriate
music &c. &c. the large company were entertained
by a speech from Hon. J.P.
Swasey of Canton, given with his charac·
teristic eloquence.
\1/e have yet to see
the speaker in that position, on whatever
subject chosen, but that he would call
forth applause and a thrill of pride that
Oxford Co. can call him one of her best
sons. After the dinner of baked beans,
done to a turn, (in true soldier fashion,
in the ground) with coffee and pastry, Mr.
Swasey spoke again, this time in a differ·
ent Yein, but a telling speech ...... The
Baptist pulpit was occupied on Sunday,
by Geo. Berry, ~on of\.Vm. D. Berry,·who
with Bro. vV. \.V. Cochrane are to commence the first of Sept. a three years
theological
course at Rochester N. Y.
both leaving one year ago, graduated from
Colby .... Cory Bonney has purchased the
stand of Moses :\lerrill, and shortly takes
possession.
l\Ir. M. had his auction the
30th .... l\liss Abbie Tuell returned to Fall
River, l\Iass. this week in readiness for
the schools tlw first of Sept.
Miss T. has
taught there twelve years.-R.
ORR'S ISLAND, Aug. 24, 1886.
Under the care of Dr. Harlow our sick
ones have nearly all recovered ...... The
cow-pastures here are fast being changed
to cottage lots. Orr's Island is becoming
the favorite resort in Casco bay .... Last
Sabbath a large congregation of people assembled at "l\Iackerel Cove," Bailey's Island, to witness the ordinance of baptism,
administered to candidates by Rev. vVm.
W. Carver .... Last Saturday eYening Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Carver were pleasantly
surprised by a party of friends and neighbors who presented valuable gifts, among
which was a purse of twenty-one dollars.
-W.

INFANTILE MODELS.
Mites
for

or Hun1anity
Metropolitan

Who Pose
Artists.

.Beautiful Litte Girls Able to E'.1.rnTwo
Dollars a Day.
There are several hundred persons in
New York whose business is to sit as
mode'.s for artists.
Young girls who arn
particularly beautiful arc e1i:;aged every
day in the year, and may earn from
$1.50 to $2 a day. They must keep
still for hours, and oftea stand or kneel
in tiresome positions while preserving
their gracefulness. An artist who has a
handsome studio uptown was visited by
a reporter for the .Jl,,i;iland E:vpress. He
was found clrawing designs for Christmas cards. A small blonde-haired• boy
half naked was s tting in a small chair
made fast on a table, which is called by
painters a throne. His mother, a handsome woman of 23 yean, stood near the
throne with a pair of reins tied a1ound
her waist, the other end of which the
little cherub held in his hands.
""What is the purpose of this arrangement1" asked the reporter.
"Don't you see?" eaid the artist. "We
make the little fellow think that
his
mamma is a horse and that he drive~ her.
I have to keep two things in mind-first,
to m11kethe picture; second, to amuse
the boy. That is not so easy a task as
it might seem. At first, perhaps, during
the first sitting I only play with the
child or get his mother or brother or sister to play with him, until I see some
pretty or natural movement or catch
some striking expression on the face."
"He does not look particularly pleased
at present," the reporter remarked.
"When I wish to see him bugh,"
rejoined the artist, "I request bis mother
to caper around iike a wild horse. Sometimes she must make a car horse of herself, and stop every moment and let him
take up p<issengers, and whenever she
stops I get a good chance to put in
some good touch."
"Don't many of the artists paint out of
their heads, so to speak ?"
"No artist who does not paint or draw
from life, as painting from models is
called, ever gives his picture a look of
reality. We may be able to paint a m:irble floor from a small piece of marble, or
a brocade dress from a yarcl or two of
the material; but even to do this we
must have made studies of large surfaces
of marble when oportunily has offered,
and we must spend several days in studying the folds of drapery in a dress worn
by a hvmg model before the special material of the brocade can be copied into
it."
"How do you procure your models 1'
"There is no difficulty i.u obtaining
any material or substance, for we can get
at any time at least a piece of it. nut
the most important of nll things th 1 t can
be painted or drawn are the forms and
faces of men and women and children.
and for that purpose we must emplo;
people to pose for m. As a rule the
models form a caste and are usuallv
known to each other."
•
"How old are your youngest models?'''
"Some begin to sit when they arc mere
babies. I have often wished that some

Effect of Heat on Metal.
Everybody who has used the Brooklyn Bridge must have noticed the overlapping Elides at the mi-cldlc of each span
that allow the structure to grow short or
long, as the weather is cold or hot, and
the marks thereon that indicate a distance
of sevcr,11feet between the extreme, of
contraction and expansion.
Yet few
suspect that the bridge contracts or expands sideways from the heat of the sun,
though the degree is so small as to be
almost imperccptibie, and not nearly so
great as if the bridge ran north and
south. The same phenomenon has been
noticed of late in structures of stone and
iron. The Washington Monument leans
to the enst in the morning and to the
west in the afternoon.
A plummet line
suspended in the interior of the dome of
the Capitol at Washington was found by
actual measurement to swing over a

A PET HOTEL.
Birds
and
Beasts
Cared
For
While
Ovvners
are A ""<Nay.

How Feathere:1 and Other Favorites are
Boarded and What it Costs.
In upper Broadway is a large, airy
store for the sale of bird and beast pets.
In addition to being a store, it is a hotc
_ a hotel for pets whose owners put them
out to board during the hot we<Lther.
Just as soon as the clays gr.ow long and
warm, and the foshiona]?le world begins
flitting away to seashore, lake-side and
mountain, the Pet Hotel begins to fill up.
Cruel and unreasonable prejudice forbids
enn the most beautifu1, intelligent and
exemplary dogs accompanying their musters and mistresses.
.Birds are such a
nuisance
to
travel
with
that
few persons attempt to take them along,
except tough old maids,
who have

Mucil:ige.
The best mucilage yet invented, which
is suitable for all common purposes, such
as joining paper, etc., is that made from
gum arabic. Most of the additions
which have been suggested in the way of
glue, clextrine, British gum, etc., are for
the 1mrpose of making the mucilage
cheaper. The recipe books are foll of
directions for making "good" mucilage
without the use of gum arabic. Nothing,
however. approaches the stickiness of a
gum arabic mucilage when first applied_
Rye flour paste will hold paper better
after it has had time to dry, and for a
scrap-book it ha-s the ad vantage of causing none of the discoloration
of gum
arabic, but it does not hold as well at
first.
With the common gum retailing at
forty cents per pound in New York, ten
cents a bottle for mucilage is certainly
a very high price. When the mucilage
in the bottle begins to get low, invest in
half a pound of a common grade of gum
arabic. Fill the bottle more than half
full of the gum, and nearly fill the bottle with ·water. Shake occasionally and
an excellent mucilage will re.;ult, the
"stickiness" of which will surprise those
who have only had experience with that
which comes prepared from the stores.
When made in this way, it is the most
cooling and pain-allaying
application
that can be made to a burn. Paint it
on, and then apply a piece of the thinnest
tissue paper that can be found. It should
be applied to the burn immediately, so
that the injured surface may be instantly
protected from the air.
There is one addition which may be
made to gum arabic mucilage which will
actually improve it. That is a teaspoonful of common alum to a teacupful of
the mucilage.
If one happens to be near
a drug store, or has a photographer for a
friend, h:.lf the quantity of chrome alum
may be used instead.
]',fade in this way
the mucilage must not be applied to burns
or cuts, as the alum might produce irritation.
A thick mucilage kept covered
up does not spoil readily, especially if it
has been made with boiling water. Even
when it moulds it will stick.
Hot vinegar, used to disrnlve the gum, tends to
keep it. After all, the best plan is to
dissolve small quantities, say a bottlo
full, at a time.

space of four and a quarter inches, makiug a total dip from the perpendicular
of eight and a half inches. This movcmen t involves the entire dome. Some strange ways of their own. And as for
years ago a learned monk in Rome sus- monkeys, no hotel with a sane propriepcnded a plummet in this way from the tor would open its doors to them, of
top of the dome in St. Peter's, and was course. So the best arrangement that
astonished to find this mysterious move- can be made, for both owners and pets,
ment. He attributed it to a third and is to leave the latter in the care of an exundiscovered motion of the earth, but it pert person during the summer.
That is
was afterward explained as the effect of where the'proprietor
of the Pet Hotel
the action of the sun on the metal of the comes to the front as the expert person.
He sees to it that the birds and beasts
dome.-Scie-ntijic American.
are properly fed, that their cages and
kennels are carefully cleansed daily, that
Tlle Worst Bread.
At last it has been discovered where any sick among them are properly isothe worst bread in the world is made- it lated and doctored until they get well,
is in Svanstia, among the Caucasian
and for all this makes quite reasonable
Mountains. After reading the following
charges.
description
by a recent traveller, we
For boarding a big mastiff or St. Berought to be thankful even if our bread nard or Dachshund, with an appetite like
should be slightiy sour or a little heavy a hired man, he will charge $4 or $5 a
sometimes:
week; but reasonably sized dogs, such as
Conceive a thing like a large Sall~ fox terriers, pugs, Yorkshire terriers,
Lunn, only flatter, ma::le of a mixture of black and tans, and even spitzes, are
the coarsest oatmeal and sand, very boarded for only $2.50 a week. There
hewy, more than half sour, and very wet. are generally fifteen or twenty dogs here
When you have imagined this, you have as temporary residents at this season.
imagined the thing which the uusophis- Their kennels are in a large, light highticatcd Svan looks upon as the staff of coiled, and well-ventillated
basement,
life. Still, bad as it was, only one of where
a
d.og
would
doubtour party refused to cat of it, and that less deem himself very comfortable for a
one our interpreter, Platon.
time, but would eventually find existAt first I was very tmgry with him, ence rather monotonous.
The hospital
considering that as he had been bred in keuneis for sick dogs are out in the yard
the country, what was good enough for at the back of the building, where they
us ought
to be good enough for will be completely isolated from the
'.l.'heGeneral Paid.
him. But he was right for all that, as other animals. The food of the dogs
our disordered digestions aud a violent consists of bread, water, and the meat
In the late fall of 1862, after the batattack of heart-burn told ns next morn- saved from the tables of a large restau- ties of Iuka and Corinth, the wounded
ing. To eat the brcacl. of Svanstia with ·ant_
were removed to Jackson, Tenn., and
impunity, even nn ostrich would require
Cats are also boarded for $2.50 a many of them were discharged
and
to be nourished on it from earliest in- week. They are kept in a large wire sent home, myself among the number.
fancy, otherwise-it would assuredly be tor cage where a glance in auy direction We were sent by way of Columbus,
much even for his digestion.
satisfies them of the utter uselessness of Ken., and by boat from Columbus to
yowling for "il'I'rier," and consequently
Cairo. When
the train
arrived
at
N em·algia.
they are very quiet :mcl 1mobjectiona- Columbus, the rival runners for the difA very simple relief for neuralgia is to ',le boarders.
ferent packet boats offered to transport
boil a ha n cl.ful of lobelia in half a pint of
The bird guests in the Pet Hotel all discharged soldiers free to Cairo. I
th
th
th
st
water, till
e reng is out of e herb,
,mtnumber the beasts al ways. Cana- got aboard the Clara Bell, one of the
th0 n st rain off a nd udd a teaspoonful of ries and finches arc cared for at 25 finest. Supper was announced
almost
t
th0
line salt. ·wring clo lis out of
liquid cents a week; parrots, macaws, and immediately after the boat &tarted, and
as hot as possible, aml sp~cad th em ov-er mocking birds, 50 cents a week. The -I walked into the dining-room and took
th0 part affected. It ac'.s like a charm. only big birds boardrng here now are a seat. The display of eatables was very
Change th0 clo th s as soon as cold, till a sulphur-crested cockatoo belonging to enticing to one who had been with
th0 pain is all gone; th en cover the a Polish count who is temporarily
in Grant from Fort Donelson to Grand
place wi th soft, dry covering till per- Europe, and a huge macaw, as gay in Junction, in all of which time camp fare
spirafom is over, so as to prevent taking
colors as a new barber pole, belonging
and hospital rations had been served. I
cold.
to Theodore Moss. The macaw is not glanced along the tables at those who
'l'ake two large tablespoonfuls of co- simply a boarder, but a patient.
Its were at supper with me, and I saw that
1
ogne a nd two teaspoonfuls of fine salt; feet are paralyzed, and if it docs not most of them were officers, although some
mix them together in a small bottle;
get better on treatment they are !!Oinn:
d
.
d
rich children could see how patient
every time you have any acute affection to astonish it with some clectric1t-y. - ha on citizens' coats. I ha just fairly
of the facial nerves, or neurl!!gia, simgot st arted, when a nice, trim-looking
these little ones can be when they underThe price for boa rd ing monkeys is man asked me for my ticket.
I told
stand that they arc earning money to buy ply breathe the fumes into your nose
food and clothes. There is a little girl from the bottle, and you will be imme- eeventy-fivc cents a week, which barely him I hacl none. He then wanted fifty
cliately
relieved.
covers
the
bananas,
milk,
and
eggs
that
cents.
I
told
him
I
had
no
money,
as
who lives in a tenement house on the
Prepare horse-radish by ~rating and the quadrumanous
pets reqmrc. Not Uncle Sam had not paid me yet. He
west side who is very proud to sit for
mixing with vinegar, the same as for many of them are brought to the Pet began to curse and swear, saying that
me. I make a chalk mark on the throne
thereof is his boat did not give a free pass and
where her little feet should go, and she the table, and apply to the temple Hotel, and the proprietor
will carcfu'.ly keep on the mark.
She when the face or head is affected, or rather glad of it. No good reason seems supper. He encl.eel his abuse by orderto exist for putting monkeys to board inz me from the table.
I reached under
has a few minutes for rest at btcrvals
to the wrist when the pain is iu the
here in idleness when their aristocratic my chair after my crutches, as I had
during each hour, ancl a long res~ at clin- arm or shoulder.
_____
owners might be drnwi::lg a revenue from had a minie ball through my leg juS t
ner time, bnt she will keep very quiet
Tho SJ>iclct· aud the Fly::
them by hiring them out to Italian dukes u!:Jovethe knee a few weeks before, and
while I am working an\l not move withA fly was gaily disporting himself upon for the rnral hand-organ season. Per- was still suffering from its effect. As I
out leave."
the ceiling, when a spider, who had been haps the prev:ilcnce of some such ar- raised myself up a hnml was in front of
"What other expedient, do you resort
to in order to keep the children models watching the ily in the vain hope that he rangement prevents the number of mon- me with a new crisp two-dollar bill. It
would come in his direction, finally 1<:eyboarders being greater.
was one of the officers who sat in front
quiet?"
In conversation with the proprietor of me. "Here, soldier," he said, "this
"Patience will accomplish almost any- called out:
"I say, llfr. Fly, won't you drop in the fact was devclopetl that our people will pay for your supper, bed and breakthing.
I have a little boy who found a
care very little for our most charmincr fast."
I of course accepted it a nd turnstuffed l.,ird in my studio, and he jg al- and be a little sociable this mornino-?"
"Thanks,"
said
the
fly;
"modesty
fornative
birds,
preferring
those
imported
cd
to
·the
boat's steward and paid for my
wnys quite happy for an hour if I let him
bids. l'm not in your line this moJ"n- from other countries; but there is a great supper.
When I again glanced across to
play with it."
-------iug."
I and ste~dy dc~and ,i.~ ~m,~pe for ~ny where my benefactor was, he had gone.
A Ju'.lge of Diamon•ls,
l\'Ioral: All folks are not foob, even if I sweet-vo1eed htt.e
mdigo
beauties, After supper I went up to the office of
"Iunclerstand, sir, that you arc a con- then- heads arc turned upside down oc- i American goldfinches, Virginia nightin- the boat to secure a berth, when there
noissenr in diamonds."
1
cl.
h
• G encra l
casionally.---Life.
ga cs, Baltimore orioles, an ot er choice h c stoo d , none other t ]rnn"MaJor
Ycs, sir."
A Jus: ili:lble Inference.
t~:~.s from the United St11tes.-1Yew York R:msom. -------""What kin:: would you select nowa"Gracious,
l\Ir. Dusenberry!
What
-----A Shrewd B-oy,
dnys?"
was that n01se in tbe next room?"
A Genuine Lord.
A jar of preserves had effected a very
"1Vcll, I'cl have the infield clear of
"llfrs. Brown's baby fell out of bed, I
Live American Girl-But
you are a mysterious disappearance
during
the
grass, but outside of the base3 I think
suspect. It's a lucky thing if it did."
real 10rd 1
night, and the fact was mentioned at the
l'd have a line lnwn. I've laicl out lots
"WLy so?"
lo.;:~rcign Nobleman-Every
inch, my breakfast table next morning.
Denials
,of ball grouncls.-1'id-Bits.
It's a popu!::tr supentition, you know,
Live
American
Girl _ And
no of guilt came from every side, but it was
that if a baby tumbles out of bed it will one will ever question your title?
noticed that one particular
youngster
Jt1~t After a Sel'io11s<inarrel.
Foreign Nobleman-Never.
o.ve was silent.
1\Irs. Dusen b2rry (sobbing)-It
is just never tnrn out ,t fool."
l\1r. Dusenberry (tt·ter a painful pause), more than any prince in Europe.-N.
Y.
"And what have you to say, Georgie?''
.drcaclful to be ll'sappointccl in love.
Graphic.
finally said his aunt, turning toward
l\Ir. Du~enbcrry-Tlierc's
something a "do you know what I think?"
""\Vlrnt,
my
r1ear
'I"
----=i=-him.
And then very honestly and
good deal worse than that.
''That it's :1 great pity you didn't fall
Things arc unbearable just until we solmnly came the response:
What, pray?
in m(\J'riagc.-1 out of bed when you were a baby."have them to bear; that possibility comes
"My pa don't allow me to talk: at th"
To be disappointed
~hio
fla),l
[ with them.
t;.ble."-Pittsburg
Dispatch.
_P/iiladelvhia Call.

Muiability.
A song is finished, and a chapter read;

A task completed, and a day
Passed on; a heart beats quickly and is dead;
A pleasant day-dream fades away.
The thrones upbuilded, soon in ruins fall;
The shaft of marble topples o'er;
The waves of time tear down each mighty
wall,
And strew its fragments on the shore.
,ve place an idol in the bosom's shrine,
And unseen power3 cast it down;
We dream, and on a regal throne recline;
But wake, to mourn a missing crown.
-Franklyn

W. Lee in the Cv,rrent.

nm101wus.
Working lik.:: a horse--A lawyerclmwing a conveyance.
Solomon was one of the first to pro
pose parting the heir in the middle. '-r
Why is the little boy like a postage
stamp? He often gets stuck on a letter. , j
An Illinois hen lays two eggs every- ;.
day except Sundays. On Sundays she
lays off.
"It's a poor rule that won't work both
ways," exclaimed the boy as he threw
the ferrule at the schoolmaster's head.
"Mamma," said an interesting
juvenile, "do sheep write?"
"No child."
"Then why arc they provided with
pens?"
The stump orator is more like a balloon than anything else.
The balloon
comes down flat enough after its gas eS•
capes.
A young man wants to know how to
bring out a moustache.
Tie a cord
around it tightly, hitch the cord to a
post, and then run backward.
Mr.Faintheart-Do
you think it would
be safe for me to approach your pa on
the subject? Miss Fair Lady--Oh,
per•.,i
fectly; he has the gout again.
"I wish Columbus had never bee:.
born" was what a London merchant said
1
when he heard that his cashier had left.,•
for New York with all the assets.
"Fine complexion Mrs. H_ has got,"
said Brown to his friend Bristles, the
artist.
"I know it," replied Bristles,
''she and I buy our colors at the same
shop."
A young man was recently asked to go
cluck hunting and refused, giving as a
reason that the aquatic birds were too
personal in their remarks.
He was a
physician.
"Were you ever in an engagement?"
inquired au innocent individual of a
militiaman.
''Yes,
one," replied the
son of Mars; "but she sued me for breach
of promise.'"
"My good man," said the philanthro,
pist to the street laborer, "do you never
have cause to grumble at your position?" J,
"No, sir," was the answer, "I took my ,r
pick at the start."
•
Little Charlie- "Papa, wi.11you buy
me a drum?" Fond father-"Ah,
but,
my boy, you will disturb me very much
if I do." Charlie--"Oh,
no, papa, I
won't drum except when you're asleep."
"I am satisfied on every point but
oue," said a gentleman to an applicant
for service.
"I cannot get over your
nose."
"That is not to be wondered at,
sir," replied the applicant,
''for tho
bridge is _b_ro_k_-e_n_.
'_'____
_

Bismarck llS a Hero.
While he was serving in the Uhlan
cavalry in 1842, his groom, who was th~
sou of a forester on his e:itate, rode into
the lake to give the horse a bath. Mis•.
sing his footing, the rider was thrown
and disappeared in the water. Bismarck
was standing with a group of officers on
the bridge and saw his sinking groom.
In an instant his sword and uniform
'
t'
·1
were on ne grounc and he leaped into
the Jake. He found the stru .....
ctliucr man }
and seized J_1 im. But in the blind"' agony
of a drownrng man he clnng so tight to
bis master that Bismarck, helpiess, was
obligecl to dive with his burden to
loosen the hold. It sceme,l both were
lost, but soon after bubbles rose to the
surface, followed by Bismarck, who in.✓
the depths hall detatchecl the grip of
the man and now appeared, dragging his
groom with him, nnd swam to the
shore.. The inanimate form was restored to life, and the followrn!! clay to
duty. For this act he after~ards
received the Pni•f·r·,"n med"! for "rescue
v•>"
~
from _peril,,, wriich vrns his first decora-

A

1

'

tion; and he pronclly wore it when he
had no 0th er. Nor has he since abancloned it,for it finds it3 place still amidst
the highest orders
which European
monarchs have srnce showered upon his
b'.·east. His friends are fond of telling
his answer to a much decoratecl diplo- <If
matist who, seeing this lonely medal on
his young colleague's coat, inquired
what decoration it was. Herr von Bismarck, who, at that time, had no title
and had earned no courtly decoration,
_looked him hard in the eye and said: "I
am in the habit sometimes of saving &
man's lifc."-North
American Review.

I

A COMMONPLACE

ad;

A commonpla~e life, we say, and we sigh;
But why should we si6 h as we say?
' ' fhe commonplace sun in the commonplace
sky
Makes up the commonplace day.
The moon and the stars are commonplace
things,
The flower that blooms, and the bird that
sings,
But sad were the world, and dark out lot,
If flowers failed and the sun shone not,
And God, who sees each separate soul,
Out of commonplace lives makes his be:iu
tiful whole.
-Susan Coolidge
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Talk is cheap--unless
you employ a
.tenographer.-Somirville
Journal.
•An hour-glass is made smallest in the
middle.
It shows the waist of time.Chicago Led1e1·.
A pretty girl won a musket in the
French lottery.
When they gave it to
her she asked: "Don't they give a soldier
with it?"
Pretty nearly everybody
is on strike
nowadays-trying
to hit the pestiferous
fly and missing him nine times out of a
possib:e ten.--Ti·oy
Times.
When Fortune hides her smiling face,
And many troubles disconcert yot1;
Though friends may leave their 'customed
place,
Your creditors will ne'er desert you.
-J![erchant-Trwveler.
"What do you grow on this land ?" he
f,~quired of the farmer who was leaning
over a fence inspecting
a particularly
-barren piece of ground.
"Grow lazy,"
,was the satisfactory reply.-New
Haven

I

"Of course everyone ~ya;its to know
I whether I saw Dixey imitate Irving in
Londou," said J\Ir. Irving to a NcwYorlc
Times' reporter, with a grim smile. "No,
my dear friends, I did not.
I saw him
here. Ifo is doing it very well, though,
I hear. He is awfuily E114lish about it,
you know.
T_ have left him behind
me.
Well (with a sigh), it is very gratifying
having a man at hand to take yoar place
while you are away. Every one is pr:tising Dixey's caricatme. I prai,e,l it when
I met him at a dinner.
We all like to be
caricatured, you know.
Say what we
will, we all enjoy it immensely."

The Ulll!Jlre's Life.
When tho energetic umpi,re goes to umpire-zocs
to umpire,
He has lots of
things to occupy his _rime-py his_ time,
In every crowd. there 1s :-mumpire Jumper
- ..:. .
.
] . .
h 'I]
-ump,IC JUmpe1, W 10 ms1st that
e
decide for the home ni.ne-the
home

After the most e.,hanstive practical tests in

I!i:iit~!~:~~l
1~:;t~~t~·e;Jtw!~~d

a~~~-~~:~~

St .. TacobsOil, as the bes_tpain-cur_in_gremedy,
at the Calcutta International Exlub1t10n.
By" ven• cai-,Ju tcs• it has hecn founcl that
t' 1.e st: ength of :1..Huf--hn1·-111'sforearm
compartl'S
Wttr, that nf nn En,·,isbman o: the sam,
weight ,is r •• ,. ••• '
' ,,._Jfr

nine, And the crowd the umpire clear-> Prof. Grothe, Urooklyn Board of Health,
ly ioves to bother-loves
to bother, And !~~
1~t:k~Z:'.!~~u';{;:~,~~~~i~~~eii:tes,
question his de<:i.siou every• run-every
1'he bigg ·~t ca.nHon tha.t
En::-!a.r1d ha!=. or
1rom
run, So takins one consideration
with h:-ts ever lu,d l1as a.rr;vc<l at \\ioo.wich
S r \Vi!Jia.m
Armstrong's
factory.
The new
another-with
ano':;her, The umpire's weapon isa 11U-'on gun~ is fortr-1our
teet iu
lrngth
n1~tl 161-J 111ctics in ,' :ameter,
the
life is not a happy one-happy
oneac u LI wc1g-bt Leing :!4:7.7'~>pound~.
Detroit Free Press.

t;~

1-,,1t RAT£s fur uu\tn101u,;,.

Co.n Consumption

I 1-t..Jhllcr

be Cured ,

thls 1iuper. aµply to the
N Ji: '•'btrty-thrce

ill

I M:ensm_an·sPeptonize<l Beef Tonic, the only
0

itg1t'~!t:::i1~t~;

~~~E";:~:z~'r1fe~ee\i}~~~~r,~~

1
1
f~~:,1::rrri~~'.
/hiY~~
;{i~~~t:~~~~;i~:-0::;\~~~~
~(i;,t.I~t~Yt'\;1;~.?cb/!Jo~~,~di~[,:;,~~e~
1(e1h~~!~l;~
result of exhaustion, nen-ousprost,ralion, over':VOrk or acute

<llsca8e. partwula1·lyif

resultinr,c

frompulmunarycompltLiut. Caswell, 1fazard &
•:o., Prn1,rieto:-s.New York. Sold Ly druggist8.
The

CouOict

Between disease and health is often brlef and fatal.
It is better to be proYiJed ·with cheap and simple
remedies, for such common disorders as coughs, colds,
etc., than to run the risk of contracting
a fatal disease through neglect.
Dn.. \VM. HA.I.L'SBALSAUis a
sure and safe remedy for all diseases of the lungs an..t
chest. Ir taken in season it is ccrt,1in to cln-e, an~
may save you from that terrible ctiseru;e, Consmnp,
tion. It has been known und useLl for 1na.ny years.
and it is no exaggeration
to say that it is the besl
remedy in the world for Coughs, etc.

We haYe so often seen fatal results follow

In Easter::i. Oregon and 'vVashington
Territory, where settlements are rapidly
extending, the "grass is growing short"
for the countless herds pastured on the
public bnds.
"The range" is no longer boundless ancl bountifol, but is limtted to the narrow spaces between farms
to elevated districts where thern is litt ic
or no wntcr, and to regions far remote
from the railroads.
Herds have been reduced greatly during the past five years,
but still the stock business is large!)· ove,·clone. Such limited range as is let"t is
eaten down and tramped over till the
native grasses are well-nigh destroyed.
"Gnless the sto··k business is reformed it
will soon Llie out as a distinctive
ill(]ustry.

the declaration tbat it can be cured, that we
have unconsciously settled down in the belief
that this disease must necessarily prove fatal.
It is true that occasionally a community ha~
witnessed an isolated case of what may ap-

Clcn.r the Way

this food material so that through the process
of elective affinity it may take its place in the
system, we can cure the disease. This is just
what Piso's Cure for Consumption does. It
arrests at once the progress of the disease by
preYenting the further supply of tuberculou8
matter, for while the system is under it~ inft_uenceall noul'ishment is organized and ass1m1lat_ed.It thus controls cough, expectora·

For the escape from the system of ifs wa,te
and debris, which, it a·eta,nt,d, would vitiate
the bodilyflnids and overthrow health. 'l'hat
important channel of exit, the bowels, may be
kept permamently free from obstruc;tions by
usrng the non-griping, gently acting and agreeable cathartic, Hostetter's t;tomach_Bitters,
which not only liberates impuriths, but inYigorates the lining of the intestin,i,l canal. when
we..,kenedby constipation or the unwise use of
violent purgatives. 'l'he stomac;h, liver and
urinary
organs
a.re llkewise
reinforced
ancl
aroused to healthful action by this beneficent

I

propriately
be termed sponta,neous
recovery,
but to what combination of favorable circumstances tliis re-ult wn.r.:;due nono have hitherto

been found able to determine.
We have now the gratifying fact to announce
!-hat the process bv which na.ture effects this
wonderful
change· is no longer a m}:stery to
the medical profession, and that the change;
brought about in the system under favorable
circumstances

by intrinsic

causes

may be made.

certainty and more expeditiously by the use
of the proper remedy. In otber words, nature
is imitated and assls'.ed.
as

Tuberculous
matter is nothint1 more or les_Q
than
nourishment
imperfect!y
organized~
Now, if we can procure
the organization
of

News.
A young man advertised tor a wife, his
t1on, nigh ~-s_weats, hectic fever, and all othe1
character1st1c
symptmns
of Consumption.
sister answered the advertisement,
and
1
now the young man thinks there is no tonk and corrective,
ci~~~~a~rt~~ifes th~!
irg:~~~ntt1ft ~p foef~
and every organ,
fiber,
muscle and nerve e::x:perionccs a. share of its
recommendations
nnd makes Consumption one
balm in advertisements,
while the old
influence. Unobjectionable in of the diseases they can readily cure.
folks think it is hard io have two fools i11 invigorating
ftavor, a most g,,nial and wholesome medicinal
The formi_ngstage of a disease is al wars the
the family.-Bujfalo
Commercial.
stimulant, and owing its efficacy to botanic most a.usp1c10usfor treatment. 'l'hisfact should
sources exclusively, it is the remedy best induce persons to resort to the use of Pi so's Cur~
HOPELESS.
&4a,ptedto household use, on account of it.t when the cough is first noticed, whether it ha,
..._fety,wide scope anu spe3dy action.
a con_sumptive
diat,hesis
for its canse or not.
They have made the piano of paper,
for this remedy cures all kinds of couo;hs with
What wonders art is achieving!
unequalled facility and promptness. !n eonglu
An IndianD, newspaper
is responsible
If they'd make a paper performer
from &simple cold, t"·o or three doses of th,
Life yet might be worth someone's living. for the statement that some wood chopmedicine ha. ve been found sufficient to remove
-Tid-Bits.
the trouble. So in all diseases of the throat
pers in Rock Creek Township,
cutting
and lungs, with symptoms simulating those
"Are you a philanthopist,
sir?" asked down a big white oak, found the tree
of Consumption, Piso's Cure is the only infal·
When the ax entered the ca- lible remedy.
an old gentleman of a young man who hollow.
The following letter recommending Piso's
vaty the air rushed out with a whistle,
was distributing
a quantity of butterCure for Consumption, is a fair sample of the
followed
by
a flow of coal oil. Two barScotch to some little children in Washcertificates received daily by the proprietor ol
this medicine:
ington Square.
"Am I a what?" said rels were filled and the hole was plugged
the young man.
"A philanthropist?"
up for furth_e_r_u_s_e.
___
_
I had a terribl~A6~~~~; ;!]·iJ.loecp~'s}~·u!
Prepared
wlth the utmost skill from Imnort.e/\
Many delicious fruits and vegetallles are tabooed
"No, sir: I'm a dentist. "-Puck.
s&idI would never get well. I then went·to a by thousands who fear to eat them, becau-e some <HnL:"er. Choice Aromatics, anel the purest and best
To Consumptives.
drug store and asked for a good cough medicine.
of Medicinal F1 encti Brandy.
"l remember well," said Bagley, in .a
one has pronounced them injU1·iou.s.
Rea.cl.er,can you believe that th" Creator
A._q a health!ul
summer drink. with water, milk
What more appetizing on a hot day than a freshly
reminiscent way, ''the old gate :where a.fflictsone-third or mankind with a dise.a.se :{g,:'e%~~~s;/:o';,d'f:a!~~~~ t~~;-'ra~v~~tu!':f
iced water, lemonade,
etrervescem; araugh.cs aru:J
for which there is no remedy? Dr. R. V, ldo not believe I>couldlh-:ewithout it.•
sliced cucumber,
hard·, cold,
crisp,. temptingly
we did most of our courting.
The dear,
Pierce's "Golden Medical Discovery" has
mL'l.eral watc-r, it ts th~ best.
__
L_EONORAVERMILYEA. served on cracked Jee?
dear gate." "So it was," said Mrs. Ba~- cured hundreds of cases of consumption, and
It eradi cat.es a cravJng tor lnt-OXlcants in -those
Or
what
more
refreshing
to
the
irritated
anrl
are living to-day-healthy, robust menassists
ley, musingly.
"I know dear papa said men
If you are suffering from Chronic Cough, parched mucous system on a sultry day than a addicted to their use, allays nervousness,
whom physicians pronounced incurable, be- Bronchitis,
digestion, promotes sleep, and builds up those rtt
Asthma, or Loss of Voice, Dr,
it cost him thirty dollars to have the
ripe, luscious, black-eyed watermelon?
1
Kilmer's Indian Cough Cure (Consum-plion OiJJ cold,
duced by disease, debility and dissipation.
~~~
;;~l:,.~;1sf.tf~aDr~
Pi~~~aPtt~k
si~~o~~
And
that
all
may
enjoy
them,
as
well
as
all
other
hinges and other parts repaired that
will relieve quickly·-remove the cause and
!llothers worn out with tho careq or ma.t,ernltv .,"
vegetables and fruits in their senson. we affirm
summer. "-Philadelphia
Call
W~r~i\~nDi~~~ns~fvd~~dfc1;.Ic~~~;~i,.{;~~~e~ cure. Price 2f,c.,50 .. and 1.00.
the household, or when weak, nervou.11 and hysterthat SANl.l'ORD's
G1•mEn.
is sure to arre!:it e,·ery
•
ieal, f-hould tu.ke a do3e ol'. tbat J.el1ctous invJgor''Mamie," said a young man in an ice M&ln street, Buff&lo. N. Y.___
disturbance
of
the
bowels,
instantly
relieves
cramps
Strn.ig-hten vnnr old l.oots and shoe"- '"'ith
a l(,
~.A.,r'vllO'~
GISGKR.
No OUH:~r remedy
ta S(t
A swarm ot' D--,kota gra,shoppers stopped Lyon's
Heel :s·titl:en~r~. a.nfl Wf'ar them again.
cream saloon, toying with his cheek, "do
and pains, prevent. in.digestion,.
destroy disease
twenty 1ninu~es fo~- refreshm~nt_., and ace up a
wtwlesome, palatable, and sate 1.u,· 1..wrn;a1,,t,
womeu.,
germs in water ctruu.k, and ward otr malarial,
you know that a chemist has discovered
fifti-acre fiel<inc-u· Farg-o.
Relief is immediate,
nnrt a. cure !::Ure. Piso's
y Juug- cti.hu.1.·oJ.a, u.u..1 Lile aged.
epidemic
and
contagious
influences.
Remedy for Catarrh.
aO eeuts.
turotoxicon in ice cream ?"
",Has he
lJeware or worL-hles3 "Kingers," offensively urged
A void cheap and dani:rerous Jmltatfons said to be
The Beauty
of \Vo1nnn
though?" answered Mamie, m:rnifesting
by mercenary t.lruggi:,H.d,ou lllo:lu wnu call ror
"as good," or "our own," or "the same" as
1
pleasurable surprise.
"I wondered what
to~:~g~o:e~-iJui
d~b·ili~yu~!~a~1}:~~cq~~~i!.
SANFORD'S
CiNCER,
SANFORD'S
CINCER,
made it taste so good.
I could eat an- ncss of the sex cause tho bloom of youth to
away, sharpen the lovely features, and
Sold by Drn::ntists,
Grocers
and Dealer~
other plate of it.,.
And the young man ;>ass
The DeliciottM
8unuuer
Illcdiciuo.
emac1<•tethe rounded form! There is but one The su".try or "muggy'' weather is very depres~;i,~c,
mentally cursed the lamentable
failur(I remedy which will restore the faded roses and ma.l-:ing it almost impossible to resist that insidious
of his scheme.--No1'i-istown Herald.
teeliugo! lassitude and languor. But with the.-aid
~~~~~e~~~~fa,~~~~t~rPi-:s~Jiplio~,~,.
a.!Jv~~ergr;
remedy for the diseases peculiar to females, of Hood's Sarsaparilla the extreme tired feeling will
It 1s one of the greatest boons ever conferred be overcome, you may have a g1od appetite, and
1\.f:.A..B.L:X:N
Magazine
upon
the
human
race,
for
it
preserves
that humors will be expelled from the blood. It also
T!rnHeligoland Woodcock Harvest.
1
which is fairest and dearest to -all ma.nkindalds digestion and tones and rcgnlates the stomach
nccu~::/~;~~r~~t!;l n~~m~hft~ni~e~bsoJ/::1:,~tr,:rfe~tn~hoooiinttii~l:rr:~e.
Perfec,
tl>.ebeauty and the health of woman.
and other orgc'lns, thus preventing
summer comHeligoland
is the favorite (proposed)
BALL-~:CD
GALLERY, SPORTIXG
A~l) TARGl:.r RIFLES. world Teno,.,.n<>rl. Send for
lllni1t.mteJ l,':l.L'll<)~U~.
IUA.RLIN
FIRE
.ARlliS
co.~ New lln.ven, Conn.
plaints.
Give it a trial.
resting place for those vast flights of
lnrlia h.;;1s a. grea.t.:r
acreage
of ·wheat than
"I vrn.s generally run down, had no appctitl', and
____
_
woodcock which, in the month of Octo- the Un.terl_"----=·t.:....at:.:..es_.
BOOK AGENTS WANTED
for
needed a good tonic. I never nseh anything that did
Stricture of the urethra, however inveterate
ber,leave the fast-fading forests and bare
so much good a.s Hood's Sarsaparilla.
I now have
or complicated from previous ba.d treatment, me
rye fields of Norway and Sweden, where
a good appetite and feel renewed all over ; am betthey have hatched out their young and !~dem;r~~u::;l~~~tlf.io';Sf:"ilf~re~~.:s
':.~dter than I have been tor yea.rs. "-E. H. RAKD, 41 W. or LIVING TRUTIIS FOR UEA.D Al\'D BEA.RT,
terms sent for ten cent'3 in stamps,
World s Vth Street, Oswego, N. Y.
fatten the young birds upon the resinous
Gough.
Dispensary Medical Association, 663 Main
"I have seen the Yalue or Hood's Sarsaparilla
in
shoots of larch and succulent bilberries
llis la.st n.nd crowning life worlt, brim full of thrillinf:' inter-street. Buft'a."'lo'-'--.
=N-'--.
Y"--.'----t1se in the Ma.s.r,achusett$' S~att! l rison, anU have also
f:st, humor and pathos.
Bright. pure. and good. full ot
of the far north.
At the first ice-blast
nscd It in my family with perfect i-n.ti!-lfaction. We
When it is not too much thought that believe it to be everything that is claimed for it."they prepare to fly south, and about the
~~~1~
middle of October every eye in Heligowears away the frail tenement
of flesh, A.. W. KEE:fE, depury warden, State Prison, Charles- to $2-00 a month made. QJJJif.Cance n". hi,1drance as wo
~ive Extra 1'erma and Pity Frt'ights. Wr1t.cfor circularR to
land is on the alert watching for their
A . .D. \'V0.1'.'l'l1L1'U'1'0.:"t
d.: '-,;O., llurtford,
Uu::iu.
it is overwork in the office, or the school- town, ?!lass.
arrival.
Hight across the narrowest end
Hood's Sarsaparilla
of the island high poles are fixed in the room, or the store, that must be relieved
~_A
ADV.:1~fJ=THERS.
Sold
by
all
druggists.
St;
six
for
$:5.
Prepared
only
The curious
•
RUMENTS.
ground; from pole to pole strong fishing by the summer vacation.
lly c. I. HOOD S;; CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.
ES.
J nets are stretched, resembling gigantic
features of this is that those who have
MS
I 00 Doses One Dollar
tennis nets. All is now prepared for the the lightest wo: k, physically consiclcrccl,
;'hospitable"
receptions
of the poor,
ELY'S
,oR
CATARRH
tired birds, and at last the happy day ar- most need rest, or arc most likely to
F'ULL
or carrives.
Sometimes during church time take it. Very few blacksmiths,
AATICULARS
T
EIN BROS.&, CO.
the cry is heard : '·The woodcock are penters, or coal heavers, or stevedors, or
NEWARK, N. J.
IS WORTH
coming!" when every soul, including the stone cutters, or any of that class ever
clergyman,rnshes
out, and, seizing a long
need a summer vacation.
It is the mnn
Pimples.
Blotches,
~caly 01" Olly Skin,
$IO
O 0
club-stick
provided
for the purpose,
lllc111ishes
nud n.11 ~kin Diseases
Cured
wr1tch the long, black, wavy streak in the who wields a pen or a yardstick who
TO ANY il.lAN
and Co1nplexion
lleantificd
by
sl{y till -it comes nearer nnd nearer; the wears out his strength in labor.
There
Woman
or Child
poor birds fly verv low in their fatigue
are workingwomen
in the North who
after so long a flight and hitting against
sufTei·in:;:; fi·om
sold by Druggists or sent by ma.it on receipt or
the nets fall clown and are killed in work 15 hours a clay, year in and
2:1 ce11ta b;y WnI. DREYDOPPEL,
Mn.uuenormous numbers. This is the rich har- year out, without
rest and without
facturcr,
208North Front St., Pblla~CATARRH
vest of the yeD,r for the Heligobnders,
proper food while working, but who
A. E. NE\V:\IAX,
and boats are immediately got ready to
never think of a vacation.
The bely
Graling, Illich.
~
m
,
convey the dead birds
to Harburg.
Woodcock pate is also made for the next who does not dress hcr,clf without riicl,
Wb.en I say cure I do not mean merely to stop tl1om
tor a time and then ha..vethem return again. I mean a.
week without ceasing, and fetches large and who knows of no greater fatigue
Is
radical cure. I have ma.de the disease of FITS, EPIprices in Germany, being very like Stras- than that which comes or riding around
LEPSY or FALL.ING SICK~ESS a life-long study. I
wnrra.n.t
my remedy to cure the worst cases. Because
,1, burg pate.
~o few escape to continue
others have failed isno reason for notnowreceivinga
cure. Send at once for a treatise and n.Free Bottle ot
their flight that this massacre of the in- in a carri,ige, paying calls ''rests" at
O
1
1,~:.~:~:~·~)
my infallible rcD'ledy. Give E:-..-pressand Post Office.
1?~r(;tJ,
1\t~~~~!!r~~-~~!:
..
~~J:/~~r~·~c~pr;ri7lJ:
nocents ma.y account for the compara.- Long Branch or Saratog:i two months showinl!;aU the Lint.;ol t:1e rarnbow. $:? to $-l per
0
- lt co1~s<l;.~~s
1t-fi~itgo:
11i<~6J/ntstP~A~~~
~~~ ~~~
da.y ea,ily m:de. as it sells to four ou.t oE Hvti pertively rare D,ppeara:1ce of these excellent
every season.- Chrule8town News.
No Rope lo Cut Off Horses' Mines.
birds in our English woods.-All
the Yea,
Celobrve·l 'ECLIP~E'
ilA.L'l'Elt
"A
lYONDEl~l<'UL
01,'FRR."
lr.ouncl.
and BR.IDLE Combined.
c,rnnot
Among the 150 kinds ot· Cloth Bourn! Dolbe !'.Ii )ned by atl)' hor-,e. S·tmpl..)
n. Bl,~D~OV.,
Halt.er to any part of U.S. free, on
lar volumes gtven a-way by- t!.10 Roclleste,· mentioning this pa.par.
receiptof$1.
~ol.l h.vall8a.rlrllery,
A Collection of Boot-Heels.
__!!~_l!l~..!_l_l
Strc-rr__, F,u·t \Vorth_, ~-i~
H,trd war a and Harncs..a; Dc.,:,.l•~rs.
(N. Y.) Ainei·ican Bw·al Z·lon,e for every ~l
Special disr~m1nt to the 'lra<le.
1
Here is the latest new thine, in collecsubscription to tllat -, pa'.!:•, ,b eoluma, lJ
Send l'or Price•Ll.::t
DR. K ILM £ R'S ur~tTrk~} (~~ 1~\\\~
.g~!~~~\~:
J.C. l,[GHTHOUSE,
tions.
An old gentleman in ~aris, fired,
year old weekly. (all .jx-~ incho3 ,, from Jv.J t->
Rochester,
N. Y.
~~:;;~~~,tv~~11~t1\\;l<l:~·h,,i,~~~~~
I suppose, by the exaD).ple of the collec- gOOpages, bouud in cioth1 u,·e:
tors o_fcelebrities'
hats and fans, and
Law Witllout L,,wDauelson's
(11:edical)
stodnngs and snuff-boxes, has been for
yers.
Conn.-ieioi·.
~;~t,'.',',~~-~<_f,f,;:,~,·:_~
·i~,~,:,:~c:·,'~N;',:,;:_',~tll_,',,,~.;.:
c,'·',~,·.~.y,','-_,_
•
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0
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1
1
some time engaged in collecting the boot~~~
f}(~.!:·~~~:t?'} ;i ~~~J :~'iici~~~~~y·~:
~i~~:·
B~~ ~\kl\r:'n
t, s!.~~~~1~~~l n!{:~d~l~cil'.
heels of farnou$ people of both sexes.
1
Farmers' and 8tockMast.
l,t·I
l(!I ~ vF I Ill! lf"'f n..risw(•rctl
_a?_.N_.
P_e_a_r_l
>1~!~\:::·
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~•_1/_st~.r_.
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He has already more than 1,000 speci11
breeders' G-uide. Peoples' History of
SAVt!:>YOU~ LI!-£.
Uui~'~t!i°:,t;_-aw~,~:~~ :l~~·et~
--mens, and declares that the cha.meter of
6
th
~=-==,
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Comp~~ftr~Y~~-d.
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Uni
~f
all
their former owners can be read in the
:::-aLioas.
o•m- ·-I! 9~
Great English Gout and
state of the bootheels they have left be- World Cyclopedia.
Popular
History
Civil
~
m-i~iifa
Hhcumatic
Remedy
for
outfit
a.nd
socuro
of
the
ht'St
IK'llinj;
boolc
now
publieb~
hind them.
But. after all, the old man
BES'I' IN THE WORLD
Yv ar (both side,. I
__
Ovu.!_ llo.x .:?~~-~~-~ouu!!,
5~_:t!S. ____
~ ~~ 1duh!/"!d~~caE~~c~up;;~~~n~~ w~i:~"t!.,oi~~
~~t thf" fl<>m1lne
~olrt F.vPrv,:vhPre.
is not to be laughed a.t. Boot-heels ar•s
Any one book and paper 0'1? year, po,tp:ti<l
quite as interesting
as the old corsets
1
1
1
~J~e~nfio:-. 3~tllfa~~;so~~'.'rR1~~~~ :
which another collector is accumuiating.
~an1p.e-.. :!..;.
The nuclens of this last collection was Rochester, for 11 year;; pa~i:i.
formed by one thD,t was formerly the RURAL Ho"m Co·, LTD-. RJch3st~,-, .\. '{
A pocket Eel,ring 1nach'ne
i-; th~J ·atest
novproperty
of the autl::oress of "Jane
Eyre," wh~ch was sold at a_recent sale of elty.
A heavy growth or hair is produced by the
Bronte relics for half a gumea.-London
to $8 a. clav.
Samples worth $1.50 FREE.
nse of Hall's Hair Rcne11er.
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THE HOUSEKEEPER.

A Common
Cold

l\IY POLITICAL

CREED.

For the information of our readers and
[From Livermore Falls News.]
Dear home, sweet home, the peace how
r. The true object of political action is business men who desire to advertise in
deep
the paper that is the most read in the eastthe well-being of mankind.
Thou didst, thou canst impart;
2.
The characteristic element of human e1n part of Oxford County, as well as
Thy name still lingers on my lip.
some County officials who cbim that no
well-being is morn!. \Vithout virtue.prosThy light around my heart.
experity becomes the means of greater wick- paper i, worthy of their recognition
1 care not for the wealth denied,
cept the Oxford Democrat, we publish figedness and degradatic,n.
The trials that may come,
3· The chief care in shaping t11e poiic_v ures showing the number of copies each
By one dear shrine my heart can hideof a party mu t he for the highest moral of the Car.ton TELEPHOXE. Norway AdThe light, the light of home!
r•cl'tisel' and Oxford Democrat, taken at
good of the people.
The ruling principle
of the platform must he to secure the right the se,·eral postotfices in Eastern Oxford.
FU~ AT HO'.\IE.
decision of whatever question seems, at \Vhik these fig11res may not be absolutely
lhe time, most directly and extensively to correct now or al some future date, the
Do not be afraid of a little fun at home, affect the morals of the people.
comparison was made but a few months
Speedily
Cured.
good people.
Do not shut up your house,
+- The foremost, mightiest enemy of ago, and each paper is credited with the
I am satisfied that this remedy saved my
lest the sun should fade your carpets; and the public morals and welfare at the pres- actual number of copies deliYered to regulife.-Jno.
\Vebster, Pawtucket, R. I.
your hearts, le,t a laugh should shake ent time is the custom of drinking of alco- lar subscribers in a given week:I contracted a severe cold, which
suddenly developed into Pneumonia,
down a few of the musty old cob\\·ebs that holic liquors.
Xo other e,·il strikes at the Postotfice,
TEL. Anv.
DE~l.
presenting
dangerous
and obstinate
are hanging there.
Young people must health, the life. the character, the homes.
symptoms.
:My physician ordered the
Canton,
137
IO
II
have fun and relaxation some,d1ere; if and the "-ealth of the people in every part Canton Pt.,
use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. His in0
0
29
strnctions were followed, and the result
they do not find it at their own hearth- of our country as this does. Xo other evil Dixfield,
12
8
42
was a rapid and permanent cure. Dixfield
Ctr.,
13
stones
they
will
seek
it
at
other
and
less
H. E. Stimpson, Rogers Pra1t'1e, '.{:ex.
can "·ork more complete ruin, for this Dichale,
s
4
profitable places. Therefore let the fire "-orb the most absolute and lasting ruin E. Dixfield,
Two years ago I suffered from a severe
II
0
Cold, which settled on my Lungs. I conburn brightly at night in winter, and let which human nature is capable of suffer- E. Peru,
20
I
sulted various physicians, and took the
the doors and "·indows be cheerfulh- ing. So much cannot be s:1id of any other E. Rumford,
13
medicines they prescrilJed, hut received
+
only temporary relief. A friend induced
2-j.
9
thro\\·n open in summer, '1ml make th~ issue upon which the American people E. Sumner,
me ~o try Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. After
Gilbert\'ille,
16
0
homestead delightfol "·ith all those little ha,·e ever been called to act. The mo,;t !Iartfonl,
takrng two bottles of this medicine I was
2s
3
cured. Since then I have given the Pee•
arts parents so \\·ell understand.
Half an pressing political que,tion of this genera- ~lexico,
8
J3
toral to my children, and consider it
I
0
hour of merriment "·ithin doors. and mer- tion is, Shall alcoholic beverages be toler- Peru.
The Best Remedy
6
~est
Peru,
2-j.
7
riment of :1 home. blots out the remem- :tted or prohibited?
for Colds, Coughs, and all Throat and
Totals,
_<;2
~s
hr,1nce of 111:1.nv a care and an1,o,·ance dur39°
S- Prohibition cannot he fully successLung diseases, e\'er nse<I in my family.
Parties d0ing business at Court ,d10
-Robert Vamlerpool, Meadville, Pa.
ing. the day, a~d the_ best safe-g~i:lrd. they ful until it becomes a part of ou; national
Some time ag-o I took a slig-ht Cold,
can take ,nth them mto the "·oriel 1s the constitution and laws. The liquor interest wish to ha\'C legal notict:!s of any kind pubwhich, being neglected, g-nnv worse, and
settled on my Lungs. 1 had a hacking
1unseen influences of the bri,_;ht, little is extensi,·e, powerful, alert and unscrupu- lished in the TELEPIIO:-SE should rememhome sanctum.
cough, and was very weak. Those who
lous in its devices.
State lines have no ber our rates are only about two-thirds as
knew me hest considered mv life to be
Also, if
walls. It is. moreover, the verv nature of much as the Democrat charges.
in great ,janger. I coutin11ed to suffer
until I commencP.d using Ayer's Cherry
.TlIE FEELIXG OF DISTRUST.
both good and evil to spread. ·If prohibr- there is any quibbling over your request
Pectoral. Less t.han one bottle of this
tion lives it must spread, and if it is good to send notice to the TELEPHOXE, you
valuable medicine cured me, and I
Of all feelings of the human mind, it is it ought to spread to the farthest human may take blank notice and write "C.\XTOX
feel that I owe the preservation of my
TELEPHOXE" in the space left blank for
that which is the most treacherous
in ib boundaries.
i:~~~~~~~~r;;~:, We';eY~d.Mrs. Ann
name of paper, then let the officer fill out
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is considered,
workings, the most in,idious in its ap6. If all our people "·ho believe in temOr you nrny
bere, the onegreatremedyforalldiseases
proaches and the least at the command of perance and good moral,; unite in this ef- the remainder of the blank.
order
notice filled out, leaving blank space
fJdt~!a~~[~h~na;~~~b!:•m!~1ci~e~1~:
a generous temperament.
\\'11ile doubt fort they can soon remove the curse of
for
name
of
paper,
and
sent
to your adclass. -J. F. Roberts, Magnolia, Ark. *
exists, everything ma,· be s\isoected. the drunkenness
from our land. The local
Ayer's
Cherry
Pectoral,
thoughts having no definite 1::ct, to set successes of prohibition ha,·e been achiev- dress, then you may insert the name of
any paper you choose and have it publishPrepared by Dr.J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Ma••·
bounds to their wanderings, and c:istrust ed by united local ,1ction. The widening
ed where you choose.
,ve have legal adSold by all Druggists.
Price$!; six bottles, $5.
once admitted, it is impossible to sa \' to of this movement into state and national
If you
_______________
/ what extent ~onjectu'.·e may Iee1d~ or prohibition can rapidly and strongly go vice to $1lbstantiate this statement.
I whether~reduhtymaytollow.
That which on only by a corre,ponding
widening of have a choice do not be bluffed out of it.
had prev10usly seemed innocent e1ssumes united action.
the best place to get your 5c Prints is the hue of guilt as soon as this uneasy
An Iucitleut
u1 Life in .:•:ew ::uexico.
7- The most effective agitation to this
k
St
tenant has taken possession
of the end cannot be carried on without organizaThis littlr story is told !Jy :T. TT. (':ir•
e
r1c
ore,
thoughts;
e1nd nothing is said or done tion. Only the frw ha,·e time, talents or
penter, a mi1w 01,nPr. ,,f :,Jiq•r ('i1·:. X.
.Jl.. by way of ~l:o·•;i11< ,lie fully of· u11where you will find a large stock of without being subject to the colorings and means to reach many people; but in numdisfigurations
of jealou,y and apprehenbers and ,·otes there is streagth.
A pe1rty ploying ,\ pa(•lic.; as ;;,-,,,1 :s: "~1,__fri,•11d
sion.
,f mine, lly t!1e rn:rne of Elliott wa:; 0111
organization secures united cff0rt, stim~unly last sea';on t'l>!ll i11'.; tli!·ongh th(•
la-tes zeal, strengthens
resolution, insures
Big drive on Gent's Canvas B. 8.
mountains.
rmcl t'.tPre /, 11,1.el!esbeg-:111
to
GOOD HU'.\IOR.
perseverance, compels opponents to give
Boots at 85 cts.
Boys' ditto, 75 cts.
crack at him. He ,rn~ ::lone. He tnnwcl
attention to its principles
and thus wins
on them with his l\'i;:c!1ester
and tl1rv
Gent:s Serge
Prince
Albert, 85 ,cts.'
Some one who takes time to write sense converts.
People who are deeply in ear'.:lip]'ecl clown 1Jrb.i:1(l the rocks, n~1
Gents
Dress Lace Button
and Con-' says: Keep in good humor.
It is not "reat
nest for one thing commonly gravitate tosi1or,ing their hearls. b11t would eY,-rv
gress, $1.75, $2.00 ana $2.50.
, calamities that embitter existence.
It is
gether into an organization of activities.
11011· and thL'll simpiy pnt up a haml ,rn;l
_L'.lrge stock
of those warranted
the petty vexations, the small jealousie,;.
S.
Temperance
Republicans
and
DemKids tiat $.2, and many other grades.
the little dis·ippoi,,tnient·
•
•
fin' their gun i11 t:H• c,irection of Elli11tt.
Al
'
s. th e mmor
misocrats imperil no public interest by unit1
Ile stood tl1l'r<' for a "time trying to hit
so
e
: eries, that make the heart heavv and the
ing in the party of prohibition.
Protecone
of their hands, but did not sucrrecl.
~Q'
fl~_-~,
I temper sour. Don't let them .• Anger is
tionists and free-traders will continue no
s\fter
a time he said:
'Vi'ell, three
--!-1! ~41
pure waste of vitality: it is foolish and alless earnestly than now to agitate and ,·ote
,l[;ainst one is tco many. I g-ness.' m1cl
ways disgraceful, except in some rare
according
to indiddual
convictions.
A
--AND-1Y:i:1,wl off, carefnliy 1,,c-inµ; alJont fr(Jm
·case·, when it is kindled bv seeing" rono1done to another; and even .that noble rag~ free ballot and a pure civil service will lose
iime to tirn~. so th:1t ti1c•v -clid not J;u·p
3O
cent
lllolasses.
no
ad,·ocates.
Repre,;entatives
will
still
to pursue him. Two w;eks after that
You can hardly keep house
without
seldom me nd8 the matter.
Keep in good
obey
their
constituents
on
minor
as
on
he was at a military
post and passed
it.
You will always find a full line, humor.
_~0 man does his best except
greate1· questions.
E\'ery question will be
near a gronp ()f ,\pache
scouts then in
and sold at Rock Bottom, at the
when he is cheerful.
A light heart makes
decided for the right far more speedily by
the
employ
of
the
government.
One of
! nimble hands and keeps the mind free and
a
temperate.
right-loving
people,
than
b;
them
call,•d
out
as
he
passed:
'Three
I alert. Ko misfortune is so great as one
any party \\·hich is hampered by drunkards
against one.: b too many.'
At this J:llithat sours the temper.
and rumsellers in its councils.
ott pulled a gri•:it 1rnvy reYolver with
Until cheerfulness is lost nothing is lost.
one hand awl a lifb·-<l"!l:tr l.Jill ""ith th<•
_9· The offices of gO\·ernment are agenKeep in good humor.
other. He w,1}kf'tl ;,.,11·11 into the g-ron;>
cies for the making and the enforcement
~ r1 F 11
B
Id R R
The company of a good humored man of useful laws. A man's desire to hold an
and said: 'I wiil giYe Jifty dollars to
Uill10ru
TIC B ' . ! is a perpetual feast; he is welcome even·the man who will trll me who made
is not reason enough for his election
TIME-TABLE,-In Effect July 12, '86,
I w_here-:eyes gl_ist e.n at_ his approach ai;d office
that remark.'
Ifr wonld, without lll'sito it. Xo qualifications for office can be
GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
I difficulties
va111sh 111 hh pre,ence.
tation,
have kille,l him. but the twelve
hri lliant enough to atone for an v lack of
L_ve, A. :\1.-:\TXD ~tAIL
Lve,
-::\IXD
::\IAIL
-·scouts sat like so mai'1v wooden men
conscience
or
of
courage
to
do
the
whole
GIibertvilie,
9 oo
I'. "·A,"
A good mother will do a "real deal lowand starrtl ·tiieacl of i1im, not paying
15 10 st0
ft:~f?~~•Road, 4 19
Bo n,
} ~ r~
ards forming her children's :haracter. The duty for which the office was created.
1
any atteutio11 to !tis rvmark.
These are the first essentials in a candidate.
~I,~:~•~~;ncr,
: ~~
~ ~~, ~rst few years they are wholly under her
IO.
No man ought to pledge himself to
;{';;;~·;;:?d~'d, 201 ,iS
mfluenc:, and ~he is all to them; then the
5
9
*PackarJ R'd,
•Bearce R'd,
school-life begms, and teacher and school- support whatever candidates his party may
happen to nominate.
The best m;n for
5 35 9 58
3 37 mates broaden the view; hut the mother th
e work to be done is the men to 1-eceive
Wr:eu Bnby wa.s sick, we :za,o ber ca~tori11,
West Y1~~~~e. 5 5010 10 !\t~~~=~\:t'd,
12 15 3 52 '.nus~ not relinq~ish ~er ,rn'.chfulness, but
The
::llecl;anicF'ls
6 15JO 24 East Sumner, 12 35 4 o6 mte1 est herself Ill their studies. plays .com- our votes when conscience reigns.
1;Vben sho ,va~~a. Child, Rhe cried for ( astoria,
Lew1ston,
7 12~'.;1~ ;1":f1~:'i:toad, 12 50 4 13I pan_ions, a~d make herself necessary to supposed interest;, of a party must not bind
\Vhcn sho hecamo Miss, bhe cl11u; to Ca61ori..i,
Portland,
8 2512 05 Canton,
.
1 10 4 28 theu- happmess.
Keep hold of the child- any conscience to "do evil ·that good may
Wheu Bhe had Children, she gave the:n C.csroria.,
co1ne.'
Roston, ~5_5_
IC _Gilbert~~,r~~e.
14 35 ren; don't let them grow away from you.
1 I.
The trading of votes, either at the
*Trains stop only on signal.
A mother should never grow old to her
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
sons and daughters;
be one of -them and P_olls or in a legislative body, is as unnghteous as selling votes for monev, or
hr~\; l~:,1;:i:~~\~~l~~:•with
mail train,for lie
gain '.heir confidence; be their companion,
llonesty, like gold, is frequently used to
fo,· any other consideration.
Party n~ethAT BucKFJELD.-Daily,
with mail tr:tin, for even if you lose the acquaintance of some
plate base metals.
Chase's ).fills 4 miles, Turner 6 miles, Xn. Buck- of your 0\\-n age.
Better n1akc g0od nien ods as business methods are never ri<>ht
until th ey are Christian in spirit.
,.,
A ship should not he held by one an1
11 11
fic:T3~~.:~~~;
~vt:;
for East and ,voincn of your children than he a
12 • A political campaign is a special ef- chor, nor life by a ,ingle
1~
hope.
fr":.~'igo'~~I~1~il~~~~t~:~r,~rct°F~i/ 1
;io~t;~;';
leader of fashion.
fort to make people know the truth that
2T miles,Byron 2.5 miles,I-Ioug-hton's 30 mile~.
AfTwo
little
tots
were
standing
at the gale
makes L'.s_fre~. The only true campaign
so for Brittun's :\!ills, Livermore, 5 milei:i.
Cup CAKl~.-1
cup butter,.:? cups sugar,
A good cause a few nights ago. Said one. gazing upCf~Io~1~;i~1;~v/_~r;iii';~aily,with mail train, for 3 cups flour and 4 eggs. Beat "'·ell togeth- ammumtwn is the truth.
'·\Vhat do you s'pose the stars
wants no mis-statement of facts, no unfair ward:
L. L. LINCOL'-1, St:PT.
er and bake 20 minutes in pans or cups.
are?" '·\Veil,"
said the other, "I ·dess
~:~~:nent, _no_'.nisrepresentation
of oppo- th
ey's the sun', chickies.
Don't yo11 know
XoRA's GrNGERBRE.\D.-I cup of sugar,
' no 1ev1hng, and no merry-makmg
B. Bridgham,
lll.
D.
papa
says
the
sun
sets ?"-Phlladeljhia
I cup of molasses, r-2 cnp sour milk, r over 0th ers' wrong doing as giving our
Call.
teaspoon soda, r teaspoon ginger, r-2 cup party an advantage.
In the view of patriBuckfieldVillage, Me.
lard.
?ts, all wrong doing is an evil. "No vote
Ofliec
at Rei,.;idc:ncc
is wa~ted which might be gained by any
Where al ortlers should be left, and his
Disorders of the stomach, liver, and kid- warpmg of simple truth.
"No officer is llliss
lll.N.
Richardson
whereabouts ascertained.
3-9
neys, can be cured by restoring the blood w_ant_edwho might be elected by belittling
to a healthy condition, through the vitalh'.s
s'.ns
or
by
blackening
the
character
of
has
returned
to
Canton
for a few months,
North
Turnet'"
House,
izing and cleansing action of Ayer's SarsaEvery vote and every officer where she will fill orders for
parilla.
It is the safest, most powerful, his nval.
ELIAS
KEENE,
PROP'R,
should represent a conscience, and every
and most highly concentrated
alterative
Nn. Turner, Maine.
available to the public.
victorJ' of one party should represent a
stride of moral progress.
The foundation
of Garfield monument
was about two months ago reported to be
]-<,nwr:--S. SM.\LL.
Ample room and first-class
accomunsafe and a committee -of engineers made
m0dations.
The above is good enough for every vo- Any ki nd of pictures copied any size, in
an investigation.
It has now been decided to reduce the height of it from n5 ter to carry in his hat. Put your con- her usual <·on,cientious and artistic manfeet as intended to r.50 feet.
Wantetl.
science in the ballot box with your vote, ner.
4-iotf
Is often the l)('1r11111ing
of serious affections of the 'l'hruat, Bronchial Tubes,
and Lungs. Therefore, the importance
of early and effective treatment cannot
be overestimated.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral may always be relied upon for the
speedy cure of a Cold or Cough.
Last January I was attacked with a
severe Cold, which, by neglect and frequent exposures, became worse, finally
settling on my lungs. A terrilJle cougll
soon followed, accompanied by pams in
the chest, from which I suffered intensely. After trying various remedies, without obtaining relief, I commenced taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral, and was
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HEBRON
ACADEMY.

PROBATE ADVERTISING.

~;:~i:!:f'~~d,
';.~~

1804--1886.
The Fall Term of Hebron Ace1demy will
begin
T

d
ues

CJ.

31
ug,

1886
,

,

W1LLL\M E. SARGENT, A. M., Prin.
Mrss NELLIE L. \VnrTMAN, Preceptress.
GEO. P. PHENIX, A. B., Assistant.
J\Irss '.\L\RY E. JORDAN,
Teachers
in Penmanship,
Elocutiou,
Painting, and ::\Iusic are furni,hcd during
the year.
labor -is spared to me1ke Hebron
Academy one of our best schools.
There
are three courses of study :-English,
Classical and College.
Special attention
is
given to Mathematies, Bookkecp111g, and
such studies as teachers ma_ydesire to pursue. Catalogues and information
gladly
given. on writing- to the Prin., or Z. L.
Packard, Sec., Hebron, l\Ie.
+t 32
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v\ihen used according
to directions,
Ayer's Ague Cure is warranted to eradicate
from the system, Fever and Ague, Intermittcnt, Remittent,
and Bilious Fevers,
and all malarial diseases.
Try it.

and the result will not be lost.
Knowledge and timber should not be
much used till they are well seasoned.

Newspaper'
Adverotising
Buroeau,
10 Spruce
St., Nevv York,
lOcts.
for
100-Page
Pamphlet.

LOANS.
4

per

1 per

cent.

cent.

LIFELOANS,:

I

On

any

kind of security
and
promissory
notes.

U. S.

GoYernment
Bonds.
Foreign
Redemption

Reliable
everywhere.

Large

correspondents
wanted
::....ibcral inducements.

for full particulars,

Address

G. \V. FOSTER,
,.J-2Broadway,
Honest

~~

goocl

Bonds

sold on monthly
payments.
premiums
for small investors.

Banker,
~ew York.

Gootls at Honest Prices.

M.

& {!J'a8~

JQHE'S

LIVJHR~'IORE
would annonnce to tht: citizensof'Brittun's
i\lills antl vicinity that they have in stock
a full line of'

Dry Goods, Groceries,
Patent Medicines
and Fancy

Goods, Cheap .for Cash.

Country Protluce taken in exchange for
gootls, at market prices.
O1~e price to all
persons, under the same circumstances.
Please call and ask prices.
3-38

WANTED

.-\ compctant man for Oxtnrd County, to canv~1:-:.s
:1.nd t:.1ke orders for JIO\\'E 1 S P.\TEN'T
..AD.
fl.iSTABLE
SLlDlXG
WINDO\\.
SCREE/\,;.
·n<.!st scllin;1.· g-ooc.ls ever offered to ag-cnt.~.
'J\;rms
and Outfit free.

.AddrCf-:.~

OR!U:S: P. JIO\\-E

& CO.,

E. W. ALLEN,

61f

Aug-usb, ~le.

Canton,

TEACHER
OF VOCAL MUSIC.
I ha,·e PeerlPs~ all(] ::itanley org-all whi,·h
r s<•ll at n·,tsomtble··pdePi'; "·arrantecl for
fivl' year~. Tnoi'P n wnnt of llll organ or
piall0 will do well to call on or a<l<lrc~;;
tlw aboYe. These orgnns are well nuufo
ill <•vrry respect, <]nick in aetiou, brilliant
i1t tone, ancl voiced ,o tlH•y arc Pa~y to
sing with.
They are s<>coml to none.

CA"rToN

HOUSE,

CANTON,

ME.

.}/'.L .. JllE.d NDS,

Pl'OlJ '1·.

Crntrallv Joc:1tcd, good attention, at1d terms rca
sonahlc.
Travelers
taken to all parts of the coun
try.
3-22

&,Fancy

Millinery

Goods

--AT--

A.C.BICKNELL'S,
Blue Store,

Canton.

S~ 61rcmNMlklk@
At the "Old Decoster
ed to do all kinds of

Carriage

1itf

1000

feet

1-2

inch

R:Lss

Shop," is prepar-

Boards wanted

Stand for Sale.

ADVERTISERS
LORD
&THOMAS,
Job Pr •int"ng
I
0
~;i:t;:~s~~:~ :~:=j~ e::i~r:i::
on advertising space when 1n Chicago, will find it on file at

:.:~::.ti:i~~d::.~c~~f

\

Send

CRAYON
PORTRAITS.
Carria[B
Repairin[
and
Saw
Filin[.

A family of 6 or 8 to board through the
season, in a country farm house.
None
n-!ed apply but quiet people.
Address
MRs. BENJ, SMITH,
Box 100, Laconia, N. H.

F

ADVERTISERS
can learn the exact cost
of any proposed line of
advertising in American
papers by addressing
Geo. P. Rowell & Co.,

_:;:i~;~
:~;i;!!:~~,

:s;~;;~~~''.

A
ay,

with the following board of instruction:

AtLowPrices,at
Telephone Oft-ice.

)

-:(-):--

11ywill

PUBLISHED

886,

THURSDAYS

CANTON, O XFORD

AT

COUNTY,

ME,

ction:

SUBSCRIPTION
RATES.

n.

ptres,.

One copy, one year,

_ $1. 5 o.
If paid one year in advance, $1.z 5.
Sarne rates for 3 or 6 months.

cution,
durin_~

~No
pape~ discontinued
until all arrearages are paid, except at the option of
the publisher.
. Papers prc::mptly discontinued at expiratior. of the tune paid for when so ordered.
otherwise they will be continued.
'

[ebron
There
1, Claslion i,
g, and
to purgladly
r Z. L.
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RATES.
\
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. Bust NESS :NOTJCES in reading column and read
type, 5 cents per iinc for first insertion and 4 cts
per line for each subsequent insertion.

cost

1 ng

e of
1can

. Brief am~ounccments of Births, Deaths
nagcs a;e rnserted free,
but Obituary
Resolutions of respect to the memory of
members of any so<;iety wilt be charged
rate of 5 cents per hne. Brief, historical

smg

~;1~h\tfee~i1!7~u~~':~?e~1tf~~p;gri:iad~a~~
charged for, hut solicited when the suhject has been
well known in this vicinity.

and l\-IarLines or
departed
for at the
sketches

~~ttr~:;

Co.,

c~~~

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
r.

It means the mark of disgrace must be put
upon t!1e ma_n who sells and drinks o1· buys
and drinks rntoxicating compounds
not
only as it is in good society now, bu; under t~e bane of the law. They tell me
that intoxicants are drank in Maine·, that
d run kenness is disgustingly
apparent.
One says he "got all the rum he wanted"
while sojourning there.
I don't doubt
that! I had no trouble in getting all the
rum I wanted in Maine. Thank God I did
not w:rnt any! But the social saloon has
g_one 111 Maine, and if men drink or get socially drunk there they must do so at the
expense of honor, social and legal, in the
bonds of disgrace.
It is not respectable to
~uy, s~ll, or drink intoxicating compounds
Ill s~ctal affairs in the state of Maine, accordmg to her legal code. We want this
• th e national legal code. Senator Frye's
111
sp~ech at IIoul~on, :\'le., had the right ring
to it so far as his own personality was involved. He said, "I am a prohibitionist.
I am in favor of putting a plank into the
national republican platform in favor of
~rohibition.
I am in favor of the republican party shouldering prohibition, and I
know that in time the party would conquer
under that banner."
This is what he mys,
and I know he means every word of it, but
unless a majority of that party are of his
stamp, which I am sorry to say they are
not: ~hat may we expect-oscillating
ind~cis10n_for dctory at the polls. Party
victory is not necessarily essential to the
integrity of party utility or the economy
of political principles.
Let the Republican party with its present prestige as an
entity, drop the fight foi· simple victory at
th e polls and champion the right in,·olved

:'-ny person who takes a paper rcgularlv from

in the political questions of the dav according to its known convictions and ~est
sense, as boldly expressed by Senator
~;,;'~!
f:~e"~11;\~~~ft:i:;
;:nil~~l~~~:,11';:n;;"i~I~~~;
Frye,Ex-Governor
Long and many others,
1
~~: ~vfii~!\~•~,~~~t, whether the paper is taken from and defeat would be victory, and success
the greater burden.
Let us disabuse our
0
ne{~sJ~!~~~nrdsd~~7:d1i.~f:e7r~~!t~l~:ft~~~~~
c!~~~ 1ninds of the delusion that the basis of po·
/~:~~:~a°e~:~ ~etr::Jci'.hem uncalled for, is prima litical issues must be shaped for success
at the polls. The man or party that can
rise no higher than party or personal success, reaps the victory in defeat that is
deserved; while committal to right finds
victory even in defeat preferable to the opponent's success.
One in ten thousand among the veterans, is the reported record of drunkenness
OURBOSTON
LETTER.
at the late G. A. R. Conventions
held in
San Francisco.
This is accounted for by
BOSTON, August 25, r886.
another report on the score of the light"A financial crash is eminent, if I am ness of California wines. But it is not to
any judge of affairs," is a characteristic as- be thus accounted for. The veteran's exsertion of one of our prognostic financial perience teaches him that he can enjoy socitizens whose only experience is recollec- cial relations better without than with the
tions retaini:d from former financial flurries, and whose chief desire is to have his intoxicant cup, which is not wo nd erful in
the least, but is the simple truth, and as
prophesy come true. Yet there are om- general as simple.
inous signs and peculiar indications which
BRIEFLETS.
are suggestive of business stress and panMr. Frye says of Mr. Dingley, that he
icy finances, as strongly marked as any of
those which preceded such periods in the has done more for prohibition and Maine
has done. He is
past. And if the financial policy of the than any prohibitionist
Government
was under the control of a deserving man, and entitled to discrimCongress instead of the Executive, and fi- ination.
I-Ion. John D. Long says a prohibitory
nances in general depended upon the stability of confidence in the personal rela- constitutional amendment ought to be subtions of business affairs, thus within the mitted to the people.
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control of business circles, now as then a
critical state of affairs would no doubt exist, with disaster in the near future as emnent. But happily such is not the case.
The purse strings of the nation are in the
hands of the Executive government
at
\Vashington,
and the Secretary
of the
Treasury can exercise a salutary influence
over business affairs quite expeditiously,
and during the past score of years,-thanks
to the American standard of honor typified
in the personnel of our executive administrations-many
a hard financial spot has
been eased over by aid from that source.
The shaping of the financial policy of our
government;
its adjustment and readjustment-though
mayhap not perfect-in
the
interest of the greatest number of our people, is a success of our government system
we may be justly proud of. And when we
consider its importance
and its most excellent development of influence and effect,
realizing the turmoil
stress and dano-er
through which it has ~een brought we :re
constrained to exclaim, "not man, but God
hath done this."
But while we may set
up a stone-help inscribed, "Hitherto hath
the Lord helped us," still the intricacies
of danger and difficulty rlre about us and
we may well seek that aid which we realize
has been our succor, and continue vigilant
ourselves.
The most remarkable
literary production of the time, if not this age, is that of
Dr. Paine's book recently published,
revealing the mysteries of Solomon's Ternple. The Dr. has devoted 33 continuous
years of study to this work, and its importance is equivalent to the well-nigh infinite
labor it has required in its production.
The anti-saloon republican movement is
being stigmatized the Republican
Salvation Army.
However ~incere the antisaloon men are, or how much real basis in
that party this movement has, I will not
undertake to say, but the question involved in that movement is the rock of salvation or destruction of the republican party,
and I believe the point where this rock
will do its work is the next national convention of that party.
Anti-saloon means
no more nor no less than does prohibition.

with those_of any eastern city in beauty
and magmficence.
A city that has such
manufacturing establishments
as Minneapolis is wonderfully fortunate .. The people _have _energy and enterprise to push
busmess m prosperity and it helps them
to hold their 0\\·n in times of business depression.
They seem to have every improvement needed for health and convenience, and possess a spirit of enterprise
unknown to most eastern cities. A few
months since they conceived the idea of an
exposition
building
which, with
the
for
and
grou_nds, should cost $550,CXJO. Wealthy
parties donated the grounds worth $250,"Cutorfaissowelladaptedtocblldrenthat
Castorla cures Colle, Constipation,
lrecommenditassuperiortoanyprescription
Sour Stomach, Diarrhrea, Eructation.
CXJO,
and $300,CXJOneeded for a stone and
mownto me."
H. A. AacHEa, :ar.
D.,
Kills ~~~s, gives sleep, and promotes dl•
brick structure 400 feet square under one
111So. OxfordSi., Brooklyn, N. Y.
w1Cus injurious medication.
roof was raised in $ro shares, and the corTUii Cslrr.lUR COMP.ANY,
182 Fulton Street, N. Y.
ner stone laid a few weeks ago. The mercantile and other business enterprises are
in full keeping with the abundant population. The hotels are models of quiet and
sobriety as compared with similar institutions in this state while the schools and
churches are on a grand scale.
I have no hesitancy in saying that if anv
one there at the east imagines that :Winn;apolis lac-ks any of those elements of civilization, either educational, social, moral
These pills were a wonderful discovery. No others like them in the world. Will positively cure
or religious that go to make a city a desiror relieve all manner of disease. The information around each box is worth ten times the cost of a
able home or that it compares unfavorablv
boxofpills, Findoutp
ience. One box will
with our eastern cities as regards thes~
about them, and you
do more to purif'.ythe
things, they are laboring under a great
will always be thankbloodand cure chronful. One pill a dose.
ic ill health than $5
mistake.
Parsons'Pills
contain
worth
of any other
In point of natural facilities for makmg
nothing harmful, are
remedy yet discovit a beautiful city I think it has no superieasy to take, and
ered. If people could
or, and few equals. It is upon a gradual
cause no inconvenbe made to realize
the marvelous power of these pills, they would walk 100 miles to get a box if they could not be had
slope from the river upon a dry and sandy
without. Sont by mail for 25 cents in stamps. Illustrated pamphlet free, postpaid. Send for it;
soil and spreads out at length upon a beautiful rolling prairie, gidng room of the
most desirable nature for a city of great
dimensions.
Its cemetery, lying back
RICs<omHoo,a
among the native oaks, has possibilities of
future diversity and beauty that can scarcely be surpassed; while its Central Parkjust out of the business centre-with
its
lovely lakes connected by a narrow channel, which is spanned by an elegant bridge,
will soon be one of the cosiest spots the
eye could wish to behold.
To the cultivated skill which our eastern
states have sent there, and the enterprise
and push which western civilization has
. C: II._ L!1cas wishes to in_form the public tlrnt he is prepared
to fllrnish
thrown around it, add the natural attrac- a\1yth111g lll lns lrn: at Boston pnce~, as he exchanges goods manu faetnreLl by
h11nself for goods 111 tlie ,vatch anil Jewt·lry line. whieb ennblcs llim to 0o·j\·e
tions and facilities which Minneapolis
in better priees than ever. ,Tn,t cc111sider some of onr prices.
its present condition exhibits, and who
n·e will sell \V111.Ellery 11 jewelled key windino- \Vatchcs, 3-ou11co silver case.
shall say that ten years more of such adBroadway 7 je"·elled in ,ilver ca~r, fof $8.00-nickel
ease 86.50. No.
,·ancement as the last fi,·e years ha,·e fen: 81_2.00..
7 ldg111. 7 JPw,•ls, in llickcl t.:ase for S(U,0. i11 ,iln•r case $8.00.
No. 13 Elo-in in 'lshown, will not make it the finest city in onnce 8(lver ca,e for 812.00.
Hoekfonl. 11:lmpLlen, and Illinois Watclf <.Jo.
·s ;t
America.
MRS. A. P. D.
proport10n:1t;lY !_owp1:ic,:s;
K1Jig·l1tsof L:lhor Pills from 35 eeuts tr, $:.l.00. We
;Jlso havP a hne hue ot h.111ves. Forks and 1:ipuo11sat the followiug prices:
KX1VE_9-:-Rogcrs' Best. $-!.00; :.lei, &:l.50. Sheffield. $2.00; Standard
Silver
OKE SMALL OFFICE SEEKER
Plate Co .. $2.o0.
Co .. ~~~-KS-Rogers·
A 1, $6.00; Wallace Brothers', $-1.00; Standard
Silver Plate
WHO DID NOT ASK THE PRESIDENT FOR A
SPOO\'"S-Tea.
$3.00 per llozen; Desert, $1.00 per pair; Table. $1.15 per pair.
PLACE I~ VAI~.
M~soni~. ?O<)Fell.o"·· and all ot_hP.rP1!1blcms at low prices for cash.
\\'e han1
WASIIINGTO~, D. C.,Aug.9,
r886. The a full hne o: Chmns. Charms. Bar prns. Prns and Drops, either in plate cra1)e J'et
'
'
'
President performed one act of charity re- stone or solid gold.
Anything ,rn clo not have i11 stock we ean furnish at short notice.
cently which he has had no cause to regret.

Infants

I

Children.

I

MBkB™N'BWON
S«•~oONd!

A little boy who made trips from his home Fine 1'Vatc!t Rep_airiltK in a!!. i'..s branc!tes, also Sewing- jJfachzne and
11.lodels butlt at short not,-a, a11d all kinds small Jl:lac!tine
OYer fiye miles in the country, on the
1'Vork done in a v::orkmanlike 11za11ner.
Brightwood road, to this city to sell papers
for the support of his aged mother, attended one of the afternoon receptions of the
President in May. He told the President
Opposite the Depr.t,
Canton, Me.
his troubles in a manly, straightforward
by the boy's
A Boston copper successfully swims the way. The President,charmed
manner, promised to do something
for
whirlpool rapids.
A new political party is being formed, him. The boy had said he thought he
could perform the duties of a messenger as
entitled '·The Industrial Union."
As ever, sentiment leads. If it is not well as some of the lazy darkies he saw
around the department, and the President
the Puritan, it is the Mayflower.
Anarchy is at a discount, and some of looked around to see where he could put
the bright little fellow. Ile spoke to Secits dealers are to be suspended.
Lawyers in convention, by a small ma- retary Lamar about it, and the energetic
jority, declare in fayor of codifying the newsboy is now a faithful messenger in
the interior department, and is liked by all
common law.
SHOMER.
his superiors.-Boston
I-Jerald.
A BOO1rING

Charles H. Lucas,

CITY.

Not many months ago, in eastern Massachusetts,
where Unitarianism
has
its
A MAINE WOMA~'s I~IPRESSION OF MINNE- strong-hold, some clergymen of that denomination
were
discussing
the
causes
of
APOLIS.
the slim attendance in their churches on
the Lord's day.
Some mentioned
one
[From Lewiston Journal.]
cause and some another.
At length one
~IINNEAPOLIS, Aug. 20.
Some of this city's most remarkable fea- of them, a gentleman of vivid imagination
tu res are, a population of 150,000; a street and a philosopJ1ic insight worthy of an
"I'll
railway system 5r miles long; mills and Emerson, broke forth in this wise:
factories that give employment to 15000 tell you what the trouble is. We ha,·e
persons; 29 of the largest and best flour been teaching the people that they are all
mills in the world; a group of banking sitting on a greased rainbow, and whichhouses with a combined capital of $6,26o,- ever way they slide they will slide into
Religiotts Herald.
ooo; and an exposition building with more Heaven. "-Richmond
than 7 r-2 acres of flour space.
A few of Josh Billings' Epigrams.-!
Over 1500 new buildings have been
erected since the first of January and 3370 had rather undertake to be two good doYes
were constructed last year. It has an elec- than one decent serpent .... To learn your
tric light mast 267 feet high with eight offsprings to steal, make them beg hard
lights of 4000 candle power each, and the forallyou give them .... Piety is like beans;
it seems to do best on pooi soil .... A
,vest Hotel which cost $r ,500,CX>O.
The Exposition grounds have a frontage broken reputation is like a broken vase; it
Dib-r;field, .Ma,ine.
1
of 503 feet on the Mississippi river and ex- may be mended, but always shows where
Manufacturer
of
the crack was .... If you can't trust a man
tend back 6o8 feet.
DOORS,
SASH,
WINDOW
&
DOOR
FRAMES
for.the
full
amount,
let
him
skip;
this
tryI-,Iinneapolis has to-day from 30,CXJO
to
35,000 more inhabitants
than any other ing to get an average on honesty has alCLAZED WINDOWS.
Sewing Machines furnished if wanted
city between Milwaukee and San Francis- ways been a failure .... There is notreacl1All kinds moulrled and plain finish. halery
in
silence;
silence
is
a
h:,rd
argument
nsters.
NPwrlls, Brackets.&c. AlRo clrn111- and the work delivered at your homes.
co, while within a circle of one hundred
Apply
by mail only to Wm. M. Mitchell,
furniture Clwmhe1
miles drawn around Minneapolis there are to beat .... Don't mistake habits for char- ber and dining-room
Dixfield, Me., or to J. A. Bucknam &
Tables a specialty.
acter· the men of the most character have Scts and Extension
over two hundred cities and towns-more
Co. Mechanic Falls, Me.
5Itf
,Jobbi.ng clone promptly.
than is contained in the great E'.Tlpire of the f:west habits .... The man who is thorfields are •care•. bat those wbo write to
of Russia.
The largest flour mill in the oughly polite is two-thirds a Christian
Stinson&:Co. ,Portlaod, Maine, will receivefree, fuH information aboul work which
world, making flour at the rate of 5,000 anyhow .... Flattery is like cologne water
they can do, and II•• a, bome,tbat will pay
them from 16 IO1225per da,. Some have
barrels per day, is here, and the city is -to be smelt of, not swallowed .... I have
en.rnad overl,50 In a day. Either Na:, Joane or eld. Capital
required. Yon are staned frN. TbON wbo 1&artat once
growing faster than any other place in the noticed that the man who is always telling
Over P. Horl,ge's hla<iksmith sl1op. All not
an~ ab.solutcly sure or snug little tona-._ .All ia new.
what he will do when he gets there, never kinds of repairing.
Custom maki11g- to
United States.
Her churches represent every shade of gets there .... When a man has a great deal mearnre, from Thomas' celebratecl calf to
finest French.
Orders solicited.
3-37
t!1~h:~riffi~~:
religious denominations
and will rank to say he can say it in a few words.

W. F. PUTNAM,
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[Preached nt Lakeside, Ohio.]

Edttor and P1·oprictor.

The Governor of Algeria has discovered
a use for standing
armies in time of
peace.
The greater part of the grnin
o::rop, he reports, has been saved by turning the military loose on the locusts and
crickets.
No less than two hundred and
seventy-six cubic metres of locusts' eggs
and nine thousand
five hundred
cubic
metres of crickets were destroyed.
The
forced labor employed for this purpose.
adcls the report, represents a day's work
of seventeen hundred thousand nativesa sad commentary
on the son of the
desert's capacit:y- £0; l\"ork.
The meanest teacher
on record-and
that mes!ls a great deal to the children
-is the one at Liegnitz. in Germany.
who gave her class the following
problem for a holiday task:
From 880,788, 899 deduct 629 until nothing remains.
The poor girls figured and figured
for
hours without
making much headway;
finally their tears attracted the attention
of their parents.
A simple division will
show that the figure 629 is contained in
the larger one no less than
1,400,300
times.
Allowing
three deductions
a
minute and twelve hours' work a day, it
would take over 600 days to do what had
been given the girls as a holiday amusP.ment.

!~~tl;

r~-

CA'NTON, OXFORD CO., ME.
B. N. fiRYER,
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were destroyed oy fire and brimstone.
"A0-1 all t)ie clu_sterin<swhite-1:o?od dentzens of_the only a man's hea,·t aml you ma rn him a
surd,,
InfiJels year after year said:
"It is sky novermg 9:.round reJ01ce ,.,t the nu::,tials.
fanatic.
Edt1cato them both to,ether, and
positively absurd that they could have been ' Th!s book-,t 15 the_ ~vr_actth mto _wh1c~~r~ rz~~~r:;;,,:~~v~t;~~~~t~~~-~~ ;:i,~~f;ie,
destroyed by brimstone. There is nothing in I twiS t ed al} garla~ds • ~t l~ t):te_songi~to '; bict
,~;_thout ~ heln,. ,n i·rishinfr rail train without
theelementstocausesnch
a shower of death I are_strnckallh_a.mom,e,,
i_t1sthe1_1ve1 mo
••
"
,.
d
as that."
Lien tenant Lynch-I think he was
w~1ch are pom od all tne g1eit t~rle, of balle- b•·akos or re,·ersin,,. rod to Mntrol the snee •
the first man who went out on the discovery,
luJah; 1t 1s tho firmament m w1:1ch suns an?
P.ntthe Bible in tbe"fa·nily. Thcmiitlieson the
but he bas been followed by many othersmoons, and starn_a:1d_const~llat10n~, and un,}· table. an unlirri.ited nower. Polygamy and
L' t
t L
h went out in exploration
verse and etermt1e~ "heel rm:i blaze and t.1- uns~riptmal d1vorC'earn prohibited Pareu~
ieu
enan thync d S a which b a convul•
umph.
Whet e is the yo Jug man's soul are ldud and fa:thful. c-h1lcl1
en polite an
d
a_u cafle tot _eD~a ~v~rliow;._ ytile place
with any music in it tha~ is not stirred with
obedient
Do'llesl,,c SQ1'1'0WS 10,,ened by
:h~ri thea cf~i!~ o~co stood. He sank hi•
Jacob's ·)ament, o:· Kahum'sdirg9, or,Habakin; di,irloJ._ joys in~1·eased _by ?e1d~ m~btit
fathomino- line and brouo-ht u from the
kuk's d1thyramb1c, or Paul's mar ca of the
nhed. Oh father. ohm 0 the1. tal,a ow~ a
bottom of the Dead Sea gr;at mtses of sul•
resurrection, or John's anthem where thee_ l· 1 lon<s-ne?;lerted Bible and r~a1 it yofr,;1;;1s
1
phur remnants of that very tempest that
ders with doxology on the,r faces respond to
and l~t yo_ur ch_,ldren read 1t!_ t'ut_t 1
\; S d 0
d Gomorrah to ruin
WbQ
the trumpet-blast
of the Ar~bangel as be on the ra11-tram and on sh1ob:>aid, 1 a 1
swep • ht
an Bible that announood tha
stands with ouA foot on the s3a and the other
parts of t.his ]au l an'.l all other lands s1:tall
1ses
re~r~:ftio{i 0 '/_' those cities or the skepti~
foot on the lane!. :Jwearin;r. by Him that !iv- have it.s illuminatlou.
Th\s hour ~he i; 1r
who for ages scoffed at it! '
eth forever and ever that ti.me sha'l be no the v~ll of _hea·ben ~-oroh10. ~nd m t e ace
.
.
longer?
of this days sun smo~es the b,ood of bu~an
'.-('he Bible says _there was a city_ called
I am also amazed at the ,ariety of this sacrifice. Give them the Bible. Unbmd tnal;
Nmevel1;, and that xt_was three days' Journey
Book. Mind you not contratlittlon or col- wife from the funeral pr:ve, for n0 other sacaround it, and that it should be destroyed by
lision but variety'. Just a, in the sono- you rifice is needed s'nce the blood of Jes.us
fire and_ wa~er. "Absurd," cried ,?ut h\m•
have the basso, and alto, and soprani, and
Christcleanseth fro:n all sin.
dreds of voices for m':1-nyyears;
no city
tenor-they
are _not i11 collisiq1 with each
1 am preacbiuz; tlli~ sermon be anse •:t'3r&
was ,e".er bmlt that it would tak~ thrE;e other, but co'me m to make up ~h~ harmony.
are so many who wo.ilrl h1,ve :vou believe that
days Journey to go around. Besides, it
So it is in this Book; there are d11f":rent parts
the Bible is an outlandish bo:>'.r and obsolete.
[ could 1'.ot be de st ro_yed by fire,, au d water;
of this great song of redemptwn.
'!.'be It is fresher and more iotens~ t.han any book
th ey ai e antagomsttc elements.
But La.rprophet comes and takes one J..art. and the that ,estercla:v ~ame out of the e-reat nnbhsba~d. Bot~ and Keith go out, and by t~eir
evangelist another part, and the apo?tle an- ing honse,. Make it your guide in life an!
exploi atwns they find that city of Nme, eh,
other part, and yet they all come mto the your pillow in cle,th.
au d th eY:tell ns that ,b:i' they own expengrand harmony--"tbe
song of Moses and the
After the battle of Richmond, a dead
uient it is three days Journey around. acLamb." If God bad iusp_ired I?en of tb_e soldier was fonnd with his haad lying on the
coraing to the old estimate of a day's jour~ame temperament
to write this Book,. it open Bible. Tb 9 summer insect, hqd eatan
ney, and that it was literally cl~strnyed by
might have been monotonous; but Dav_1d, tlie flesh from the hand, b•1t the skeleton fin•
fire and water-two
antagonistic elementsand Isaiah, and Pet2r, and Job, and ~z.elnel, g:er lay on the words: "Yea, though I walk

Text: "The statutes of the Lord are right."
-Psalm xix, 8.
Old books go out of date. When they were
written they discussed questions which were
being discussed; they struck at wrongs which
have long ag-0 ceased, or advocated institu•
tions which excite not our interest.
Were
they books of history, the facts have beell
gathered from the imperfe~t mass. bettei•
classified and more lucidly pre3ented. Were
they books of poetry, they were mterlocked
with wild mythologies, which have gone up
from the face of the earth hke mists at s,m.
tise. Were they books of morals, civilization
will not sit at the feet of barbarism, neither
do we want
Sappho, Pythagoras
and
Tully to teach us morals.
·what do the
masses of the people care now for the
pathos of Simonides, or the sarcasm of l\Ien•
ander. or the gracefulness of Philemon, or
th.i wit of Aristophanes/ Even tbe old bool,s
we have left, with a few exceptions.have but
very little effect upon our times, Books are

tn i

1ti,

0

I

t!;~~~J
ib~~~llg~e~~-en:a~;~Jf;,~hT~o~:cl~~~ ~!i~e~~
Thy rod an'.l Thv 'staff thev comfort me,"

i~:~fb~aR~;>!/t'g~\o/,
ib~vt~fc~e~~t!~~~di~~~!r
t.imes beirnr dried clay ius1oea·l of burned.

~~~:~1!~~~~e~:r~~i~est!-~:;tli~~~~y
a middle life of userulness: then comes old
age_; they_ tott!:r and they die. Many o~ th~
nat10nal libraries are merely the cemeteries of
the dead books. Some of themli,·ed tlagitious
lives and died deaths of ig:nominy. Some

f~~~~:~

;;;r~~o:.irts~:ea~en~ci~~~t:h:1:
inquisitorial fires. t>ome found th~ir funeral
pile m sacked and plundered c1t,1es. Some
were ~egle?ted and died as foundl!ngs at the
door, of s01ence. So_me exp1red m the a,.1.
thor s study, others m the pub!Jsber's hands.
~~~bot::,rfts ci~;~/~:/o~t;n
~~~
its usefubess done, and with !eat.hem lips it
seems to Eay: "I wish I were ctead." M'.onuments ha_ve been rnised over poets and philanthrop1sts. \Vould that some tall snatt
mig_ht be erected in honor of the world's
buned _books! Tbti world's authors vvou_ld
make pilgrimage theceto, and poetry and ltterature _and.science and religion would coi::.•
secrate it with then· tears.
.

!;~~::~

w~fJ,~
0

ilrl~~c;~e r!dg~~k. u!J:::a~tee!~~~~;
!Lild monarchy.
It withstood the storms of
fire. It grew nude; prophet's mantle a~d
nuder the fis}1
erman
s coat of the, apostles; m
1
The Powderly
of Belgium
is named
Rome, a nd Erhe_su~,
au d ::ferusale_m,aud Pate is the leader of the Behriau
riyrary
t~1't!:dicts
agtirhit,
au d
1
pahaut.
B
~m .e
pu ~n
e n~ue, an . 0 ammequarrymen,
and during the recent labor damsm from its ~osque:" h~rled its ana th e1
ch~!~~te
~::· <M~~sbdy
r ·1ots 1·n that country he exercised his in- Ui!8'ifri~i!~e
·
.,.
flueuce on the side of order.
He enjoys Wlc!difl'e an~ James I. It crossed th e ~tunded
respect
and
confidence
of
tt~t~fnli;i~bcft
p!~~dt~~~ctj,,1:'.!;1:i
~~e
Unbo
the
•
~=- n •
the laboring
population.
He is often Churches_an~ asylu:ns have ga~ered_ along
h'
t its"Y"ay,1mgrngthe1:hellsandst1etcbingout
called King Pahaut, and on
is wi.y .o their band~ o\ blessmg; and every Sabbath
his re<!ent conference with the Governor
~i~he ih:i~'t!ud~s~':id ttr:~i:n~k!~~.c~~
of Liege was followed
by an almost old English Bible. But it will not have aocomplisbed its mission until it bas climbed royal escort.
He roa d at t h e h ea d ~ f .the icy mountains of Gnaenland; until it bas
500 quarrymen
a heltVV hammer in his • ~one over the granite clifl's of China; until
'
•
•
•
1t bas thrown its glow amid the Australian
gloved haud,aucl bowed gracwusly m re- mines; until it has scattered its gems among
spouse to the enthusiastic
shouts of the the diamond districts of Brazil; and all
h
h
•
fift -tw O thrones shall be gathered into one throne,
populace.
Pa ant,
w O is
Y
and all crowns by the fires of re.-olution
years of age is said to be ve:·y int~lligent
,hall be melted into one crown, and this
1
and a giant in str,,ngth.
;;~~:!i::pi-~s.beaN~~
than will this glorious Bible have accom•
There is trouble over the famous Na- plished its mi3sion.
In carrying out. then, the idea of my texfi
varro flats in New ·York, the model and -"The statures of the Lord are right''-!
mammoth apartment buildings that were sbali show you that the Bible is right in au"
thootication; that it is right in style: that it
to revolutionize
methods of Lving, min- is right in doctrine; that it is right in its efimize the inconveniences
[1.nd annoyance& (ects.
1. Can you doubt the authenticity
of the
and a[ord the maxima
of comfort, lux- Scriptuns?
There is uot so much evidence
d
•
f
h
l
that Walter Scott wrote ."The Lady of the
ury an
convemence
or
ouse rnepers.
LakE\;" not so much evidence that ShakeThe plan doesn't
appear to have prove:] ·~g:i•Jo~:o:i~~!!m~~~~:n?,1,8;r~i~:L~~i~n~=
wholly
successful,
and the insurance
there is evidence that the Lord God Almighty,
company which holds a mortgage of $1,· by the hands of the prophets, evangelists and
0
04.0,000 on the buildings
is to foreclose
u.pS~~;~s:~o~;~i~~~
1t> be writ.ten which
its claim, while sums aggregating
$4.0,- came in conflict with a great many things,
~·ater· rent and and was written by bad men or impostors,
000 are d ue f or t axe S, ,,
how long would such a book stand! It would
other incidentals.
The condition of af- be scouted by every body. And I ray if that
Bible had been an imposition; or if it had not
fairs seems to indicate that there is a line been written by the men who said they wrota
in apartment-house
buildmg
which it it; if it bad been a mere collaction of falsehoods, do yon not suppose that it would have
isn't safe to pass.
Persons who can af- been immediately rejected by the people? If
ford to pay for such accommodations
ae Job, and Isaiah, and Jeremiah, aml Paul,
and Peter, and John were imposters they
the Navarro plan promised not unnatuwould have been scouted bv generations and
rally prefer in most cases to own their nations. If that bo::ik bas come down through
fires of centuries without a ucar it is because
own houses.
there is nothing in it destructible.
How
near have they come to destroying
the
Statistics
in reg-ard to newspaper
Bible? When they began their opposition
~
there were two or three thousand copies of it.
seem easy to obtain, yet it is asserted
Now there are two hundred millions, as far
that for the first time au accurate count- as I can calculate. These Bible truths, notw_ithstanding all the opposition, have gone
ing appears in a report read before the into all languages-into
the philosophic

~id r

!!1

fie~~~{; ir,tilmt·cl

i,;1
i~~f
0

f!~-i~nib~~~-i~tb~~s~h:~~ll~~~io{5~~1::t °ift
!~;ri;:!~~nf~J!J''
!tithe~~~\ io;; i;o~-i~~t
cro;s, so that any little child can uncler;-t;and promises will flash upon tho opening gates of
them. Then God knew that the aged people
Heaven.
would want to read the book, so Re allows...
"How precious is the Book divine,
Solomon to compact a world of wisdom m
Bv inspiration _given·
that Book of Proverbs.
God k_new that the
Bright as a lamp its dobtrines shine
1
:/f~~;~Mo;~~~d gi::\J:
;~f:!e~~
To guide our souls to heaven.
'
the Pentateuch.
God knew that the poet
"This lamp, through all the tedious night
would want to re1d it. and so he allows
Of life, shall guide our way,
.
Job to picture the Heavens as a_ curt..1.b1,
Till we oehold the clear0l· !igh>li
and Isaiah the mountains as weighed m
Of au eternal day."
a balance, 'and the waters as held in the
hollow of the Omnipotent hanrl : and God
touched David until in the latter part of
the Psalms he gathered a great ch'.lir
Absence of Jlliud.
standing in the galleries aboYe each other-

:J~;

~-i~~~::si

0

0

~:i::s

I f~~ftb:~Pfhe~~rh~v~Y i;!~~
Ju~d~~i

~ltrs i;~n;;~\~~~l ~:;t~~c:nde::irtb';r~~te:i1
a~~ei>tation. ta.at Christ Jesus cama into the
world to save sinnerc,."
No wonder that
11
1
~~;J~l~!t!~t~~
':,:veH;f'j~~
d h d l
h b ttl
t
d d ·1oped
as e e ear overt e a, emen ;s au
, •
i~~ti~hths~:~r::~~l~ ~n\"~nw~~:~t
1
0

1t~;:Oe:e8ci

s~tth~~~
{~P~~~~t s:;:t~!\1~t{t~Ji~at~ , tt~d J:s;\~t~
sands of Christian men and women who sav
The poet, Thompson and Johnson clipped
they !iavo fe'.t t)ie truthfulness of that book
their pens in the style of the inspired _Orie!>-ancJ. its power m their souls. It has cared
ta!. Thomas Carlyle is only a splendid disthem of the worst leprosy that ever came
tortion of Ezekiel• and wandering throagh
down on our ear'&h, namely: the leprosy of the Janes and wrks of this imperial dor.nain
No Achantage.
sin. .And if I can point you to multitude$
of Bible truth, I find all the great American,
Stronger out We.,t to Farme'.·-"I
heat who say they have felt the power of that
En_glish, German, Spanish_, _ltal1an poet,,
cure, are you not reasonable enough to acpamters, orators and rhetoric,an~.
.
that you have had sume tcrnble tornaknowledge
the
fact
that
there
must
be
some
Where is there in the world of poetic dodoes and cyclones out here."
.
scription anything
like Job·s champ1ig,
Farmer-"Eo
we llave; regular
rip- ~~;d:~~~ ttfe ::;.~N;~~e~f ~;£ieiit~uw~~•h!~:
been cured, or will you take the evidence of ~:~!f{~t~!i-ho;~f~/igJ1J~i~~{1ff{i~!tco~:
pers."
per's tempests are very.tame compared_ with
Stranger-''Property
must be rs.ther the skeptic who stands aloof and confesses
that be never took the me:iicine?
David's storm that wrecks the mountams of
insecure I should juclire."
That Bible intimates that there was a city
Lebanon a,ud shivers the wilderness
of
Farmer-"Oh,
we h[l,Ve a cyclone in- called Petra, built out of solid rock. InfidelKadish. Why, it sean,s ns H to the feet of
surance compnny now."
ity scofl'ed at it: ·'Where is yoa:· city of th se Bible writers toe monntainsbrou~ht
all
Strano-er lool,s about to see if the way fetra?'_' Buckbardt and Laborde went forth
th~ir gems. and the seas all tbeir pearls, and
to escap~ is clea,r and says:
tba~~:~:ye~wyl~ra¥~:~niiita~~:{t~!d:i~R~d
tbe gardens all their frankincense, and the
"Well, I can t see the ad vantage ot like giants guarding the tomb whera the city ~h~i~~~~i£: a~~~~~!'u i:~g\~~~:~~~sa~~
that, for when the company pays t_he is buried. They tind a street in that_ city ~ix eternity all it, stupendous realities; an·l that
claims they will be compelled to 'raise miles long, ";'here once flashed 11npenal since then poets, and orators, and rhetoricians
th
1
j;i;.;~:r ~~n;;w~:ds~}i~\~;s-:-"
~l~~wf '.h~~iti1~~tf~:~r1~;t1tta~~bi!~
~~d~s~~ l!i~~

late to sanibry inter~sts a'.1d twenty-nine
endeavor to popularize science.
A very
creditable &howinrr to their taste.
"'

;:1;f

u:~~~~ir,Jtl

whosoeYer belie·:eth in Him should not
perish. but ham c-verlastinq; life:" Sllow_me
anv other boo', withs:1~h a do~trme-so high,
·d
so vas••
so4. eA'J~~in: tb"e Bible is ri:d1t in _it, eff_6ct_,.I
do not care wbera yo:, put _th_eBible. 1t JUSt
suits the place. You put 1I; 1n th3 h1,nd of a
man seriomly conee,·ued abo:1t_his soul. I ,eo
peoolc often givin1; t~ the serious SO'll this
fsn~ot~~~:1~~ t~! li1biq_vir.t
6~~~~

,:;!~~
;1~!

1

~c:J~j~:t;;tsH~n;~k~~e!;\1i~ p~~l~~~~c1~!iJ;
and savs: "The, jnst describ~ mv feelings" ·H,, flies 1-o f"OOd works; Pa·1l starts
bi~·ont of that by the announce1.10.-,t: "A
man is not ius'ifie:i by works." He falls
back in his r!iscoura~emont; the Bible start,
him 1,-- with the s9ntenc~,: "Rem~mber
Lot's wifi,," "Grieve not the Spirit." "Flee
the Wrath to Come." Tbe,1 the man in desnair begins to crv out: "\Vbat shall I <l._o1
Where shall I go,'' and a vqice reacb'lS httn
1
~:~~:~n~i~~.:y
~~l:n:~,;t
} .;rll ;;~ ;~:
,,
re~~ke this Bible and p1a~c it in the ha:1ds of
men in trouble! Js there anybody hero m '
trouble} Ah, T mig; 1t better as:, are there
any here who have never b~on in tt-onblel
Ptit this Bible in th, ha,ids of the troubled.
Yon find t:iat as soone of the best berries
grow on the shmyac;t t-ho,,is, so some of the
05
~:~ee~~~ 1~ 0s~~~1~;;;u!,i;:~~n~
y~u gfuoo:gb.~
that death ha i gi·asr:e 1 your cluld. Oh, no!

'

'

'

year.
_______
A lc,viug heart is the truest wisdon,.

a:Jf

i~f;{~n~~\;1ss°d~eoff thehiit,/!~!

~\1:i~h~1
which have paled into the whiteness of the
lilv-aye, ou rolumn, and pedi~ent, and entablature,andstatuary,Godwritesthetrutb
of Ihat Bible.
~ The Bible sac·s that Sodom and Gomorrah

t❖~t;~i:i~~~~;;Is~I:.E!a~

This book is the hive of all sweetness.
It
9
i\\~11~·i~o;;/~
0~ta~~~~t ~~re~~~,;;jr~~~~
of the universe. It is th3 Jam::, that kindles
allotberligl1ts.
Itistboh:mieof
nllmajes•
ties and splendors.
It is tho marria,ge rin<s
. that mute3 the c2lestial and terrnst~'"\ 1, while

~~-f:.
~!~f
!

::;~J°:~~t,~
i~~:1:,Gu::ri:~ri~:
~:()~'.;~
that He gave His only beo-ntten Son. that

0

I

The Lon don Miller gives the nop
of
whe.t t in India
as about
252,000,000
l.rn•shcls anainst
265
000
000
bushels
las~
0

I

I

~~1

however, are not so badly off and have
journals
devo_ted _to variOU5 sub_jccts.
Seven are medical ll1 character, Dille re-

0

tu~t
r~ii~!e'ih~~.
fl~-!h!:ci
hsi.l and tempest; above them, sun and
rnoon aud stM, of light; ::::1(1 on tln highest
galler.v arrays the hosts oE angels; and
then standmg before the grea~ choir. reaching from the depths of C'.l.r'h to tha he1_e;hts
of Heaven. like the leader of a gre:i.t orche,tra, ha lifts his bands, crying-: "Praise ye th~
Lord! Let everything that bath breatiJ. praise
the Lord!
And all eartblv creat:ires in
their s:mgs,and mountains with their wavinJ
cedars, and tempests in their thunder, au
rattlin.,. hail and stars on all their trembling
harps ;r light, and angels ou their throne,.
respond inma=ificent
acclaim: ·'Praiseve
the Lord! Letoevery thing that bath breath
nraise the Lorrl 1"
•
God knew that the pensive a.net co~utam·
ing- world would want to read 1t, and so he
inspire:» Jeremiah to write:
"Oh, tba~ mJ'
head wnre waters and mine eyes fountains of
tears!" God kne,T that the lovers of the
wild. the romantic an1 the strauga would
w"nt t:> rea'.l it, so He lets Ezekiel write ot
mysterious roll8 "nrl win'.{ed cro1tu_re, a'lJ
tlyin;r wheels of fire. God nrep'.l.red it for all
zones-for the Arctic and Tropic. as well as

s~;;J~t;~;!:t:1ir~!e~:aui:,r!!1t;;~
t;ee~~nd'!'1~m~;:1~
fl~dll~~U\){
know that in it there are important financial
them, and the tanned inhabitant,
at tb.e
The man who thinks he has left his
propositions, do you read the last page first,
Equator would find his nassionate nature
., atch at home, and takes it out of his
and then one line of the third page, and anb:,il with the vehemence of H·3avenly truth.
pocket
to see if he has time to go back
other of the second, 1md another of the first?,
Tb~ Arabian woul,i reai it on bis dromeNo. You begin with ''Dear Sir," and end
dary, and the Laulander seated on the swift
an.d get it.
with "Yours trnly." Now, here is a Jetter
sled, and the herdsman o'. Holland guarding
written from the throne of God to our lost
the cattle in the gra~s, and th3 Swiss girl reworld: it is full of magnificent hopes and
clining amid Aloiue crags. 0, when I seEI
propositions, and we dip in here and there,
that the Bible is suitad in st-vie. exa~tlv
Presence ol Mind.
and we know nothing aboat it. Besides that,
suited, to all ages. to all condition,, to all
people read the Bible when they can not
lands, I can not help repeating the conclnsio!1
do anything else. It is a dark day and they
of my text: "The sta~utes of the Lo:·d a!'EI
do not feel well, and they do not go to busiright."
~f~~ :;ih:f:;r~ 1J~t~~i~gmf!~u ;:fus~~t t~~~
:l. I remark again: The Bible is right in its
joy the truth.
c~ they come home weary
t~i\r~r:,edoc:J~i/
sif~~r~~!r~s;i'n~s~~~~==
from the store or shop, a,nd thev feel, if they
his pride, his self-righteousness. his ·worldJi,
do not say, it is a dull b;:,ok. While the Bible , ness; Christ, th3Anointed. must go up. Ifit
ih·stoadbebread.to'?-stolsrmtydbays andd ,:,,hitlheyour '1 bAatdonneomtebnetenMofsoers
twbeo·.1sl"d,ttinne~•efrorthha-,oef
tdhe~
e ac es, i 1s a o o e rea m
e sun•
shine and when your nerves, like harpscribed the Cre1tion: prophets would no11
strings, thrum the song of health. While
have pi-edicted; apostles would not havs
your vision is clear, walk in this paradise of
prea hed. It seems t:> me as if .Tesus ano
trutb,and wbileyourmentalappetiteis
good,
the Bib:e were standing on a phtform
in a
-pluck these cluster, of gra~e.
great amphithe-,,ter.
as if the prophets
I am fascinated with the conciseness of this
were behin<l. Him throwing
light
for,
cook. Every word is packed full of truth.
ward on His sacred p~rson, and as if
Every sentence is double barreled.
Every
the apostles and evan~elist1 stoo:i before Him
paragraph is like an old banvan tree with a
Jik~ footlights throwing up the·r light_ into
hundred root-, and a hundred branches. It is
His blesse'.l countenance. and the:1 as 1f all
a great arch; pull out one stone and it all
the earth and heaven were the applauding
comes down. There has never been a pearl
auditory, the Bible speaks of Pis;:,:ah and
diver who could ga th er u-o one-half of th e
Carmel and Sinai, but makes all mountains
treasuresfin any verse. John RulseSbabcbb,
of
bow down to Calvary. The flocks 13d ove1· th3
Vienna, or twenty-one years every a a th
Judean h]ls were en1blems oE "r,he Lamb of
expou nd ed to his congregation th e firSt chapGod that taketh away tb.e sim of the world;"
Put the lunch in my
"Happy
idea.
ter of th e Book of Isaiah, au d yet d;d not gedt and the lion leapin,i; out of its lair, was hat.
through wi th it. Nine-ten th s of all th e goo
an emblem of "th9 lion of Jndah's tribe."
~Jf:~~re
of this age is merely th e Bible
I will in my next bi·eath recite to you the

i~:s~~~~;~J~!~f

ures are much larger than those given in
"Hubbard's
Direc-tory for 1882."
Less
than 25 , 000 are estimated there as ministering to the world's daily info:·mat ion.
1 Bi·i·tt,nni·ca" ass·L!!nS
The «'ii-un.yelop:cdi',.
~ ,.
•
"
~
no newspa;Jers to Japan.
The Japanese,

~f

:~i~~:;~t!~~f

!~i;:;,t~:a\al;!~h~~~t!:es
';;r°tte ~~~t:~;
right." on leave, of rock and shell, bound in
clasrs of m"tal. and lyinz on mountain table
and in the jeweled vase of the sea. In authenticity and in e:enuinene.,s the statutes of thE
Lord are right.
2. Again, the Bible is right in style. I_kno~
there are a great many people wb') thrnk 1t
is merely a collection of genealogical tables
and dry facts. That is because they do not
know how to read the book. You take the
most interesting novel that was ever -written,
and if you commence at the four hundredth
page to-day, and to-morrow at the three
hundredth
and tl:.e next day at the first
page, how 'muoh sens~ or interest would you
get from it! Yet that is the very process
to which the Bible is. subjected every day.
An angel from heaven reading the 1?ible in
that· way could· not understand
it. The
Bible. like all other palaces, has a door by
wnich to enter and a door bv which to
go out. Genesis is the door by which to go
in and Revelations the door ro go out.
The Epistles of Paul the Apo3tlcaremerely
letters written, folded up and sent by postmen to the different Churches. Do you read

g~ee~er::n,
fi~h!ngp:i:~r-~~~~~ t#iencf.a~~~
Goeth9, the admired of all skeptics,had the
picturesque Indian, and the exhaustless
wall of his house at Weimar covered wi th
Anglo-Saxon.
Un !er the painter·s pencil
religious maps au d pictures. Milton's ~'Para1
nd th
th
~~~t?~rt\a
~hrnci~lxiof a1d
e resur1het~~~!~,~ni~
d"r thnegeonwg1?an,·er'es
wk·an,,fseo,
sppaeaaJ,cefsr;oomr,
utben- from the Bible. Spenser's writino-_.sare imimantel of the mountain cabin·, ..;b1'le stAnes,
tations from the Parables. John Bun van saw
I in a dream only what 8aint John had seen
touched by the sculptor's chisel. start up\nto
0 1
llfi!'.'~~~0~
~~p~~~/~feigl~gB~{t?;~~
~s A£~~~lyii~~ntilsii!ten~~ca~tt'.h
been an imposition t1nd a falsehood, it would
Scripture quotations.
Through Addison's
not have gone down under these ceaseless
"Spectator"
there glances in nnd out the
tires of opposition?
stream that broke from the throne o: Gori
Further, suppose that there was a great
clear as crystal.
Walter
Scott·s
Lest
pestilence i;1:oingover the earth, and hundreds
cbaracteFs are Bible men and
women
f h
d
d
d'ff
t
S
Meg Merri
1
tha t J)eSt i• i~s.e\he
O t ousan SO[ men were dying of
wTth ntr'E~do~.
Shakespeare';
lence, and some one should find a medicine
Lady Macbeth was Jernbel. Hobbe~ stole
that cured ten tho:isaud people, would not
from this Castle ot Truth the weapons with
eg~~l ~itrci~~kto-W~dyg, ::!~t ~~aetwmouusldt
~aev~. which he afterwarrlassaulted
it. Lord Byron
"Do you deny it? There have been ten thou~½'l~~~-ot~leth~g~i~;h:~i:td
Th:j:zi~~s
h~f

English, one quart.er in German ancl the
.
h
rest in other languages.
Amenc:a
as
12,000 and Europe 19,000.
These fig-

Yes, this book will become in your last clays,
when you turn away from all other books, a
solace for your soul. Perhap~ it will be your
mother's Bible; perhaps tho one given yon on

~t:

th::t the,, had vin,,·ard,,

~::,~~1;;~~

;·,;oa
g~:~i~s i~uE~~~~\\ 0~.;
if you can, it is a very great exception that
you can rais~ them.,, But the tra,·eler goes
down. and in the underground
v:wHs of
Eilithya be finds painted on the ,..-all all the
d
ndin
th
precess of te
g
e vines au treading
om; the grapes.
It i~ 11!1 tllere. ramma·rv
sket~hPd by people who evidently knew all
about it. and saw it all about them every
clay: and in thoso underground vaults there
are vases still incrusted with the settlinQ'S of
the wine. You se3 the vine did g-row in
E<"vpt, whether it grows there now or not.
Thus, you sJe, that while God wr_ote the

~!ru

!~~~J~!
~!

Imperial
German
Diet.
According
to
this there are 34,000 journals in circulation in the world.
Half are printed in

f:~p~~~:1t~,
Ja':dns:,e~h:_enG~~
lhem to write. :hev w1·ote in their own style.
God prepar~
the bo~k for ~11 classes ot
people. For msta-ace, little children would
read the Bible, and God knew that, ro he
allows Mathew and Luke to writ3 sweet

-,;bile i~ other parts they find the remains of
t.be fire in heaps of charcoal that have be 3n
excavated, and in the cal.cinoci slabs of
gypsum. Who was right, th<.. Bible or in-

!Ef:i!fJ
:~:

}}xr:~g:~;~:~~~}:~tt~~!1~

\ His arms o-ently ar.>und tb• little one, saiJ:
I "Of su:h is tbo king,lom 01 heaven."
, lia;d\~~; !'.;;;fdi~~t~ i;~oB~bltt-~~•\ 1~: 1~
1

.

J~

~;:C
3;.~~
;?i'.lsl~~';;~-hl;;c~~~:~iclcl:Y lie!~~~!
1

"How

fortunate

of you."-Life.
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Proof

Cultivation

Modern experience tends to favor the
shallow and supctrficial culture of corn,
rather than deeper plowing. After the corn
has been planted a plow should not be
used inthe corn-field, but the cultivator
only. The surface alone needs to be
stirred, and the oftener it is mellowed
and loosened, the· better for the crop.
The writer has~grown several crops of
over 100 bus-lf'els of grain to the .acre,and
in every case in which this unusual product was reached, it was when the
ground was worked with the horse hoe
every week until the corn was in tassel.
When, uaavoidably this frequent ·cultivation was missed, the yield fell sometimes as low as seventy of eighty bushels
per acre, showing-all
other treatment
being the same-that the frequent working of the soil has a most useful result
on the crop.-.American
.Agricultu1·ist.

SAFES~
8HR&NOMETllR
AND COMBINATION
LOCKS Hf GREAT VARIETY.

&:eel Vault Linings and Doorsfor Banks
A SPECIALTY.
0
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.D-urglar Proof Work a Specialty.
•rt;~~~~~lr:d.usi,

and rLATS

f!!ECOND-HAND

SaFEsmade to

SAFES

~~,:i0~n:.1c~~~enIn exchange.

For Salo at
l!a!esand Locks Repaired or Exchanged.
AU work contracted for, furnished at the
st
S~~1:;t1•/;~'c~i.!'Ji'!,_~hfo
~~!t~~:,rabl"
cti~~~~:a:nce
and personal interviews cor-
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CO.
273 and 275 State St.,
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NEW

.tiAVEN,

or Corn.

Jvew Improved H,gh A;om..,
New Mechamcal
Prino,ples
and Rotary Movements, AutoPeas l'\,"Hl Not :i'tlix.
matic, D,rect and Perfect AeFarmers, many of them, believe that
ilon, Cylinder Shuttle, Selfsettmg Needle, Pomtive- F'efid, Ne different varieties of peas will cross if
planted in close proximity.
This is not
Sprmgs, F'ew Pa-,.-fo,M,mmv,m
We,ght, No Frwt,on, No Now~. the case, for the ovules of each flower
No Wear, 1-.lo Failgue, N • are fertilized by the pollen of the same
"Tantrums,"
Capaclty Unl,m- • flower long before the buds unfold.
Therefore, in crossing peas, the anthited, AZ-ways zn, Order, Richly
Ornamented, ]'llckelptat~d. cmfi, ers must be removed just as soon as the
petals show themselves in the bud.
If
Glvee Perfect Satwfactwn.
one waits beyond this period it will be
Send for Circulars.

~

CONN.

HOTOHI~TN

CARRIAGE
WORKSa

found on opening the bud that the anthers are ripe and have shaken their pollen upon the stigma.
It is impracticable to unfold a bud so small and immature, and therefore many have concluded that peas could not be crossed
even artificially.
This difficulty is obviated, however, by cutting off the tip of
the bud as soon as it opens, and slitting
down the flower a short distance; the
ten anthers are then easily removed,
leaving only the stigma, which may now
receive pollen of an other variety with
which it is desired. to cross it.-N.
Y.
Wo1·ld.

-Address-

AVERY

MACHINE

812 Broadway,

Yvo ma:i_iuracture Ope_n and Top Bugtpes, cons1stmg of the Side Spring End
S,pring. Brewster, Timken and Ea'ward
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next, the use of clover as a means of enriching the ground shows that farmers are
studying economic management of their
lands.
It is claimed by some that no farmer
can afford tv plow under a good crop of
clover as a fertilizer, but that it should
be fed to cattle and the manure from the
cattle put back on the land, with the
growth of those cattle, are together of
more value than the crop of green manure, A.dmitting this claim, the roots of
the clover, when allowed to grow two or
three years, will benefit the soil by penetraling, perforating and acratino-O the
subsoil, so as to increase the yield of a
wheat crop that may follow at least
twenty-five, and often fifty per cent. on
heavy clay soils. Whatever view may
be taken of the subject, there is no crop
that is so generally growing in favor with
the general farmer East, West, North or
South, and there are few, if any, crops
that will result in so few disappointmen ts as will the common red clover.
Improvement

of Doo1•ya1·ds

and

La'W'ns.

A farmer's wife has given the following
hints for the improvement of dooryards
and lawns, with her idea as to where the
line in decoration should be drawn. Her
ideal is a neat, tasty home, and nothing
tens so much the character of the people
in the home as the dooryard.
She would
have it neat, first. She would not attempt to have it filled up promiscuously
with all the shrubs and plants and bushes
which can be found.
This soon grows
into a thicket, and there are incongruity
and want of harmony and order, which
looks as badly as no attempt to do anything.
It is not well to attempt to do
too much. The tasteful place must be
neat, and the grass short and smooth.
We cannot, on the farm, afford to keep
a man to attend to the cultivation of the
flowers and shrubs on the lawn. We must
not overtax the strength of the men or
women, in the work of caring for the
yard and the ornamental features.
It
should be for recreation.
She ad vised a
neat grass plot, a tidy walk, and a relief
of forest trees, with a very few or no
evergreens.
The flower beds and bricks
set on edge, and such arrangements that
at best look well a small part of the
year, and ofiensive most of the time, can
well give place toneat, well-kept grass,
that looks attractive every day of the
year.
The flowers and roses we must
have, but in the side yard; and limit
them to our means. Too many gay things
in a doorway are like too much gaudy
dress. It is not in the best taste. The
first and last thing necessary is neatness.
Whatever is done should be well done.
A. few roses and honeysuckles in some
nook or corner can be made a thing of
beauty at little cost, the flower-garden
by itself, and rose hedge to screen the
front from back yard, or the ornament.al
from the business quarters.
She had no
admiration for great attempts at flower
beds and rockcries in conspicuous places
in the farmers' ,looryarcJs. Neatness and
simplicity, and not attempt, are to be
aimed at in all the surroundings of thA
farmer of limited means.
The lawn-mower does not cost much,
and if the yard is not littered up with
too many things, the grass can be cut
often and kept as a beautiful feature at
all times. The men, however, want to
do everything with horses, and if tho
lawn is large, the horses can do the work
easily, and by a little dressing up after
the horse-mower the grass can be kept
very neat.-.American
C1,ltivator.

This is the time of year for farmers
who have cultivated crops to mark on
OUR No. 5 WACON.
those fields the area which the roots of
Liberal discountto the trade.
trees drain of moisture and fertility.
If
Send for Catalogue and Prices before
they will do this with either corn or
buying.
potatoes, the revelation will be a surprise
to many. Under the shade of the tree
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WORKS,
the
crop will rarely pay cost of cultiva.SY&A.OVSE, N. Y,
tion and harvesting; but for ten and
often fifteen feet on either side it will be
diminished, varying according to the
i;eason. In a very dry time we have
known a few trees in a fielcl to make it
so unproductive that it gave no profit
from cultivation at present low prices,
very sman under the most favorable circumstances.
Now as farming is a business, it is the farmer's duty so far as in
him lies to make a business success of it.
If any one is farming for amusement or
pleasure he can do as he chooses about
retaining useless and positively detrimental adjuncts to his business, though
in this case the greatest pleasure as well
as profit will generally be found in growing the largest possible crops. Yor the
great mass of farmers harassed by debt
and striving every way to make both
ends meet losses of this kind are a serious matter.
They at least cannot afford
to waste time, labor or money over sentimentalities.
Scattering forest trees are
often ornamental in lawns; but the farm
is not a lawn, and among growing crops
a large tree is often the most destructive
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kind of weed. This is an economic sugSOLE :MANUFACTURER,
gestion which many will appreciate who
fully understand the need of obeying the
Household
Hint ■ •
Try restoring the color of faded plush
apostolic injunction to "lay aside every
weight" as the only means ot insuring goods by brushing with chloroform.
A. little ammonia in wa:er will cleanse
success. - Cultivator.
glass thoroughly and impart to it considClover an the Farm.
erable brilliancy.
A. writer in the Prairie Farmer says:
Folding screens of Japauese leather to
No other thing on the farm so thorhold four or six pictures are pretty ornaoughly marks the progress of agriculture
ments for the table.
as the rapidly increasing use of red
Embroidered Eastern fabrics are very
clover.
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able.
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are not put on the bed in the daytime,
that the increase in its use is not sur(ik)rrespondence ea1 ♦1estly solrcited.
but the spread is drawn over the bolster.
N. B. Every person acting as Agent for ·our Wagons, will have his name with a.dverli.se~
ment of Wai,;onsadverliscd in the leading paper of the county or town where Agentresieles, prising. Its wonderful yield as a forage
The stains of oil may be removed from
gratis for six. months.
crop makes it one of the most desirable
to raise, whether to be fed green or cured paper by applying pipe-clay powdered
in the shape of rowen.
So rapidly does and mixed with water, to the consistency
it grow that it is no uncommon thing to of cream. LeaVQ the mixture on four
cut three crops during a single season; hours.
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and no farmer ever expects to cut less
than two crops.
Should the farmer
choose to turn the stock on the field it
seems almost to replace the day's picking
by its growth at night.
The better way
is to cut and feed it in the rack, and a
given amount of ground will feed fully
twice as many cattle as when allowed to
, roam over it.
•
~ / A very important value of clover con' sists, howeTCr, in its great efficiency as a
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Recipes.

The Refrigerator.
"George! When you get throuc:h
teasing that beautiful dog and i:egain
your senses, I have something to say."
George had been tying the tail of the
pup in an elegant bow of old-golcl ribbon, and was getting rearly the tape and
the sealing-wax to stamp his wife's
initials on the knot, in accordance with
his view of the latest fashion.
"George! Do you hear me? George•
I want a refrigerator."
"A what, rrry dead"
''A. refrigera-.or."
,• "What for?"
'·Not to keep you in, although I think
.l'll have to put ice on your head present•
ly. For meat."
"Dog's meat!"
"No. Not dog·s meat. Fool's meat.
I'm going to get a refrigerator, and I'm
going to keep a whole lamb in it at &
time."
"A.ll right.
Tell me when you want
the Iamh."
Several days after he ordered a Iamb
at her request, had it carefully dismembered and sent home. The refri;erator
was ready. When he got off the car in
the evening he went around the house
looking for that refrigerator.
She met
him.
"What are you looking forf''
"For the refrigerator."
"The refrigerator!
You didn't expect
to find it there, did you!"
"Where is it?"
"Why, in the conservatory, you goose
-a perfectly lovely place I made for it."
A.nd it was not until he went up to the
thermometer ancl said: "Eighty-two de-grees in the shade; it ouis ht to be a good
place for a refriger;.tor," that she found
out why he burst out laughing when she
told him where she had put it.-San
Francisco Chron'icle.
About Vegetables.
Spinach has a direct effect upon coml)laint.s of the kidneys; the common
dandelion, used !IS greens, is excellent
for the same trouble; as parngus purges
the blood; celery acts admirably upon
the nervous system, and is a cure for
rheumatism and neuralgia; tomatoes act
upon the liver; beets and turnips are
excellent appetizers; lettuce and cucumbers are cooling in their effect upon the
system; beans are a very nutritious and
strengthening
vegetable, while onions,
garlic, leeks, olives and shallots, all of
which are similar, posses medicinal virtues of a marked character,
stimulating
the circulatory system, and the consequent increase of the saliva and the gastric juice promoting digestirm.
Red
onions are an excellent diuretic, and the
white ones are recommended eaten raw
as a remedy for insomnia.
They are a
tonic and nutritious.
A soup made
from onions is regarded by tho French
as an excelhmt restorative in debility of
the digestive organs. With vegetables,
as with everything else, rr:uch <lepends
upon the cooking and the care and
preparation
beforehand.
W ,ishing in
several waters is necessary to prepare
nearly all kinds of green vegetables for
the table, and great care must be given
in examining spinach, lettuce, greens
and cauliflower, as often very minute
insects are lurking in or under the leave~
of these.

--------

His Blushes Visible.
A. good story is told concerning a newcomer who appeared on parade with a
very dirty neck.
''Sergeant!" sa1cl the
captain.
''Sir!"
said the
sergeant.
"Have this man scrubbed."
"Yes, sir."
The man was taken away by half a dozen
of his companions to the bath and
stripped and vigorously washed. At the
afternoon parade he took up his position
with the rest. "Sergeant!"
said the
captain.
"Sir!"
s:1id the sergeant.
Where is that man I told you to scrub?"
"There,
sir!"'
"Where?"
"There!"
"Ob, no; nonsense!"
"Yes, sir; that's
the man!"
"What! that man?" "Yes,
sir!" "vVell, now yon say so, I fancy it
must be; but I shouldn't have known
him. "\Vhat a C:iffcrer:ce it makes to a
man to be clean!" Happy recruit! every
man on the grin ancl he blushing violently, conscious that for the first time for
many months his blushes are visible.Leisure H01.w.

Cooked Cucumbers.-Pecl and put into
ice water for a few minutes, then slice
The Dear Little Chernb.
thicker than for the table and put into
There are times when a little boy besalted boiling water and cook until ten- comes a nuisance. At a hotel breakfast
der. Drain and add butter, salt and table a small boy said in a loud voice
pepper, with cream enough for a dress- to his parent :
ing, and pour over buttered toast. Serve
"Pa, what makes you smell the eggs
quickly and eat at once.
before you eat them?"
"To see if they are good."
Vorn Soup.-Grate
12 ears of corn.
"But, Pa, you can't see with your
Boil cobs in one quart of water for one
and one-half hours; remove the cobs and nose, can you ? "
"For heaven's sake, boy, keep quiet.
put in the corn and boil half hour.
I smelt the egg to find out if it was
A.dd one quart new milk, one tablespoonful of butter; salt and pepper to taste. good."
"But, Pa, what do you want to smell
When ready to serve add three wellbeaten eggs; stir briskiy and do not re- the egg for 1" Can't you tell by tastin'
it if it ain't good. "-Sift-in9._
turn to the fire. but serve quickly.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.

To show that libel may be uttered or
committed outside of public print, we
quote the definition of the word as given
1.-SEMI-PHONETIC
CHARADE.
in The People's Cyclopedia, and also in
My first is a river, a contract's my last;
the Revised Statutes of Maine, with penMy whole, if you're caught by, in one
alty attached:sense, you're "fast."
z.-ENIGMA.
Composed of 54 letters.
My 3 1 IO 38 2 5 is a frame for wi nd ing
yarn.
My 4 37 28 35 24 is an imagmary demon.
My 17 52 32 3 41 is one who loves money too much.
My 51 12 40 27 48 is to vex.
My 19 9 IJ 18 49 22 is gloomy.
My 44 20 50 1 is a direction.
My 7 26 16 47 is a pointed missile weapon.
My 13 2 23 54 53 is the shaft of a carriage.
My 21 34 46 8 36 14 is a part of the
body.
My 43 30 39 is earth filled with grass
roots.
My 33 6 5 to make a low sound.
Mv 11 34 45 42 29 is to give birth to.
:My whole is a part of a poem.
3 -WORD
SQUARE.
1, Large bodies of water.
Departure.
3, A genus of ~rasses.
4, A heavenly body.
2,

P. L.A.
4.-BIBLICAL
ACROSTIC.
A Roman procurator.
The name of an unclean bird.
An Amoritish king of Bashan.
A mountain.
c;, A Merarite Levite in David's reign.
6, A town on the east of Jordan.
7, One of David's heroes.
8, A town of the Canaanites.
9. A name of a large country.
IO, An ancestor of Jehu.
11, A book in the New Testament.
12, A son of Simeon.
13, A queen of Ethiopia.
14, A city in the lowlands of Judah.
1_:;,One of the wive; of Lamech.
16, An Egyptian queen.
17, An Assyrian king.
18, A descendant of Judah.
19, A place named only in Joshua.
The initials give part of a verse in
Proverbs.
B. C.
1,
2,
3,
4,

ANSWERS
ANSWERS

NEXT

TO PUZZLES

WEEK.
OF LAST WEEK

1.-Gold-thread.
2.-\Vhere
there is a will there is a way.
3.AL AS
LAST
ASIA
STAR
Correct answers to Nos. 1 and 2 were
sent in by C. K. l\I. and Ella.

PRIZE.
F01 best list of answers to Puzzles of
this week we will give a handsome
book,
"Sun·eyor Boy and Presi<lent, or Young
Peoples' History of George Washington."
A LIBELOUS

DEED.

Last Thursday
morning people who
were stirring about Canton village before
7 .30 o'clock were met by the blood-curdling
sight of the figure of man suspended from
the Democratic
flag-rope directly over
Main street, in front of Canton House. In
the dim light of early morning one might
suppose a band of \Vestern cow-boys had
been enforcing the Lynch Law in our village, but a closer view revealed that the
figure was only a combination
of old
clothes, straw and sticks, boots and hat,
instead of the remains of a mortal being as
it was in tended to represent.
If this was
all there was to it, the crowd of beholders
would doubtless pass it off as a boy's caper, make merry over the ludicrous sight,
and thus the matter would end. But inspection proved that the perpetrators of
this midnight deed were engaged in a lawless personal outrage upon one of our citizens, whether they fully realized it or not.
They had hung in effigy a Republican officer of the law. By a placard attached to
the figure, bearing the name of this official, and other words that would imply
that his existence had ended, (politically
or otherwise) as well as inscriptions
of a
more disgu;;ting character,
it was plain
that the object of the act was to bring public contempt and ridicule upon an individual. The legitimate result of such a course
is as it should be in a community
where
personal rights and statute laws are respected-the
perpetrators
are themselves
(known or unknown) the objects of contempt and degradation in the public mind,
and were proof at hand could be made to
feel a little of the salutary effect of enforced law.
We do not wish to attach political significance to this dastardly act, beyond
what is apparent,but shall attempt to show
the guilty parties that they have committed a libelous deed, and that the public
should meet such lawless and indecent behavior with disapproval and disgust.
No
party ought to be held responsible for an
act that emanates from a source of ignorance and degradation, unless they sanction such act by approval.
No advantage
is gained by entering into degrading means,
or resorting to scandalous
and libelous
representations
for political effect. \Vhen
any person or paper finds themselves so
destitute of meritorious
argument. that
they must resort to such measures, they
injure their own cause more than that of
an opponent.

The Cyclopedia says,
"A libel is a publication either in writing, print, or by way of a picture, or the
like. the tendency of which is to degrade
a man in the opinion of his neighbors, or
to make him ridiculous."
Chapter 129 of the Revised
Sec. 1 and 2 read,

Statutes,

Sec. 1. A libel is the malicious defamation of a living person, made public by any
printing, writing, sign. picture, representation or effigy, tending to provoke him to
wrath, expose him to public hatred, contempt or ridicule, or to deprive him of the
benefits of public confidence and social intercourse:
or of a deceased person, thus
made public, designed to blacken and vilify his memory, and tending to scandalize
or provoke his relatives or friends; but
nothing shall be deemed a libel unless
there is a publication thereof; and the delivery, selling, reading or otherwise communicating a libel directly or i?directl): to
any person, or to the party libelled, 1s a
publication.
Sec. 2. Vvhoever makes, composes,dictates, writes, or prints a libel; directs or
procures it to be done; wilfully publishes
or circulates it, or knowingly and wilfully
aids in doing either, shall be punished by
imprison,nent for less than one year, and
by fine not exceeding one thousand dollars.
•·YE MUST BE BORN AGAIN."
It has been the custom in all ages of the
world, for all sects or creeds to make use
of any of the Scriptures to prove any particular doctrine, toward which one may
feel inclined.
The Prohibitionists
feel to
adopt the same course by proclaiming to
the world that the old parties in order to
advance the cause of temperance, "must
be born again " There can be no stronger
proofofthe
need ofa new birth, than the
circumstances attending a lecture on prohibition delivered at the Reform hall in
Buckfield, on the evening of Aug. wth, by
the Rev. Mr. Collins.
He arraigned
the
Democrats for their hostility, and the Republicans for their hypocrisy, causing an
apparent uneasiness among the Republicans, to the extent that some of them had
urgent calls outside.
The Democrats, be
it said to their credit, having long been accustomed to the fire of the opposition, sat
in apparent indifference.
It may be all
right for older people to leave a meeting,
just because they are stung in a tender
spot, but such a move generally results in
a general exodus of the younger people as
was the case here, causing quite a commotion outside in the way of shooting of fire
crackers and other noises, not creditable
to any place, especially Buckfield, whose
people claim for it the banner in all things
pertaining to temperance.
It is very annoying to parents to see their children
leaving a meeting, religious or otherwise,
as it greatly disturbs the audience as well
as the ~peaker; beside it is not a mark of
good breeding.
Now to you who are so
sensitive in regard to your creed, (political) in order to be good and true Prohibitionists "Ye must be born again."
CIT!ZE~.

\Ve have received a copy of the Glencoe
Enterprise,
the leading local paper of
McLeod Co., Minnesota.
It seems to be
teeming with politics just now, and as a
native of Hartford, Me., figures prominently in the contest, we copy the following
items which contain considerable information of the past and present, and will be
well understood by most of our readers:Capt. A. H. Reed of Glencoe is receiving much favorable mention for the congressional nomination in this district. The
Capt. was a good soldier and didn't quit
work when he came out of the army.
He
is one of the most enterprising
bt1siness
men i_nthe state,and has done a great deal
to bmld up Glencoe and the surrounding
country.
He owns and operates one of the
largest elevators on this line of road and
is note? as a square dealing wheat buyer
who will not be bulldozed by the millers'
association or any one else. He does a
large mercantile business in Glencoe, is
President of the First Natio1,al Bank of
Glencoe, the proprietor of a rattling good
newspaper, the Glencoe Enterprise,
and
has one or two of the finest farms in
McLeod county.
The Capt. is now and
always has been deeply interested in the
development of our agricultural resources
and the introduction of improved methods
of farming.
Ile is a practical farmer himself and has one of the very choicest herds
of Holstein stock in the state, and is very
active in all that tends towards·the general prosperity of the people.
Should he receive the nomination
it will be most
worthily bestowed and should he go to
\Vashington the people of the Third district will be well represented.-Montevido
Leader.
The name of A. H. Reed, of Glencoe, is
being favorably mentioned as a candidate
for congress.
Mr. Reed is well and favorably known by old settlers of Carver county, as he worked as a laborer in Ca1·ver in
the sum mer of 1857 and 1859 on the brickyards of J. W. Hartwell, having charge of
the yards.
In the fall of 1858 or 1859 he
carrieC: the mortar that went into the second story of Walton's brick building now
occupied by Anderson & Skogg, for L.
Nobles who did the brick laying.
This
proves that Mr. Reed is not afraid of hard
work. He gave four years of the best of
his life carrying the knapsack and musket
in the service of his country and lost his
right arm wh;Ie commanding his company
in stoqning Mis. ion Ridge.-Carver
Free
Press·
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We are determined to have 1000more subscribers, and in order
to do so have arranged very low Clubbing Rates with all leading
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Happy Hours, Augusta, Me.,
Harper's Bazar, N. Y.,
Harpers' \,Veekly, N. Y.,
Herald, Boston, (Sunday)
••
·•
(daily)
Home, Boston,
Home Journal, Boston,
Horseman, Chicago,
Household, Brattleboro, Vt.,
Housekeeper,l\.finneapolis,Minn.,
Journal, Boston, (weekly)
"
"
. (daily)
Judge, (comiC) N. Y.,
Live !:,tock Monthly, Portland,
Niaine Farmer, Aug11sta, Me.
l\.1irror & Farmer, Manchester,
Morning Star, Dover. N. H.,
"
"
(new subs.)
Musical Herald, Boston,
National Labor Trib., Pittsburg,
National Tribune, \1/ashington,
Peo. Lit. Companion, Augusta,
Pilnt, Boston,
Poultry Monthly, Albany, N. Y.,
Record, Boston, (daily)
Rural New-Yorker, N. Y.,
Saturday Night, N. Y.,
Scientific American, N. Y.,
Sportsman, N. Y.,
Transcript, Boston,
Transcript, Portland,
"
"
(new subs)
Traveller, Boston,
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"
"
(daily)
Tribune, N. Y.,
Vickery's Fireside Visitor, Augusta,
Voice, (temperance)
N. Y.,
Wallace's Monthly, N. Y.,
Whig & Courier, Ba::igor, Me.,
"
(daily)
·wide Awake, Boston,
Witness, N. Y.,
\'\Titness, Montreal,
Zion's Advocate, Portland,
''
"
(new subs.)
Zion's Herald, Boston,
"
"
(new subs.)
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The above fi~ures are subject to changes in publishers' rates. Any of our subscribers can
take advantage of these Low Ulnbbirw Rates either for settlino· arrears or renewals in advance
but all coming within our $1.50 rate ~ust add' 25 cents to the Club Price.
'

~Pay

all your Subscriptions at the

We have just added to our library Varney's Gazeteer of the State of Maine.
It
gives first a descriptive, historical and statistical account of the State, then follows
in alphabetical order each town, giving to
each the space required to show its position, ponds, streams, hills, rocks, soil,productions,
business,
interesting
history,
statistics, etc. As a book of refe1·ence it is
invaluable to every household,
store and
office. The work contains over 6oo pages
octavo, and 6o engravings of public interest. In cloth, $2.75; half Russia, $3.50.
Published by B. B. Russell, 57 Cornhill,
Boston.
Chicago police have captured three more
anarchists who have been holding midnight meetings and promoting
unlawful
acts. Their quarters were raided and rifles,
swords and revolvers found ingeniously
hidden.
The Belfast City Press is a new weekly
paper, just launched upon the public.
It
is a large, neatly printed sheet, decidedly
independent, issued by the Belfast Publishing Co. Emery Boardman is editor.
Mr. Philip Williams of Livermore
has
1:eceivcd a pension of $25 per month and
$3,CXXJback pay, reports the Livermore
Falls News.
A woman has been appointed Master
Workman of District 24, Knights of Labor,
the first woman to fill such a position.
Prince Alexander has been
as ruler of Bulgaria.

dethroned,

TELEPHONE

Office.

99° IN THE SHADE
But that is no reason why yon should not buy

'
•

At E. F. GOULD & Co's.
The Royal B Atlantic, Modern Atlantic, and M1kado
ranges, the Popular Cook stove, and the Dining Room Companion. For parlor wood Rtoves we have the Sunshine and
Radiant; also modern makes of Coal Stoves.

FARMING TOOLS.
The Yankee Plow-the best in Oxford County, Shovels,
Spades, Hoes, Manure Forks, etc.
Also Glass Ware, Fruit Jars, Flower Pots, Hanging
Lamps, Pumps, Sinks, Lead Pipe, Paints and Oils, Carpenter's
Supplies, Table and Pocket Cutlery.
Tin and Sheet Iron.
,work done to order. Prices to suit the times.

E. F. GOULD
& CO.,CANTON,
ME.

